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A note: 

I want to apologize for two things: 1) this work got rather long, rather fast, and 2) I wrote with 

academic jargon. Both of these are because I wanted to create something that refused simple 

answers, that respected the complexity of who I am writing about, and that was well theorized 

enough, nuanced enough, to be brought into discussions in various disciplines and fields. 

This work was driven by my being a furry – why I write as yerf and not my government name – 

and I hope that shines through (jargon and all). That being said, I am hoping this work is taken 

seriously, sincerely. 

I have stripped the citation style of its unneseccary parts; all of the works are still properly 

referenced and locatable. Where relevant, I have included links and remarks where treating a work, 

or thinker, as ossified would be reductive. I have also chosen to group all of the works by 

FurScience, including works that were antecedant to the group’s formation but that have been 

staples in their research; the authors’ names are still present. I have done this because I treat 

FurScience as an institution, and since this work is not being published in a journal or such, citation 

metrics aren’t a concern. 

Again, I apologize for the length; but perhaps that can be forgiven in light of this quote: 

 

 

"I would like to ask you guys, what is furry?" 

 

"Uh, great question. I think kind of an endless one..." - Tommy Bruce, 20201 

  

 
1 Timestamp: 3:53 ;  

https://youtu.be/AKz3GOb_zV0?t=233
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Technology 

• Furry is a collection of technologies 

• Furries are those who use those technologies in particular ways 

• Specific socio-historical context determines how technologies and individuals are labeled 

as furry 

 

Technologies are worlding devices: building worlds, relations, understandings of "subjects" and 

"objects" as such. My work is grounded in Sylvia Wynter’s proposition that, “we can experience 

ourselves as human only through the mediation of the processes of socialization effected by the 

invented tekhne or cultural technology to which we give the name culture” (2001; emphasis in 

text). We can also look to Weheliye’s (2014) wording of, “technology … in the broadest sense as 

the application of knowledge to the practical aims of human life or to changing and manipulating 

the human environment,” as well as Boellstorff’s (2010) usage of “techne, human action that alters 

the world through crafting.” To substantiate the ontological aspect, I rely on Brock’s (2020) 

formulation that it “is (and isn’t) the technological artifact; it’s the assemblage of the artifact and 

its practices and, importantly, the technocultural beliefs about the artifact as evinced by its users” 

(emphasis in text).2 By framing my work with technology in its “broadest sense,” I intend for my 

work to take on a (perhaps reckless and unstable) theoretical and methodological malleability, as 

I want to cultivate the potential for furry culture, furry technology, and furries to exist in all of 

their potential nuance and depth in any disciplinary field, including those where furry might not 

initially appear to “fit.” 

My starting point being Wynter’s sociogenic principle (2001), my orientation is to questions of 

being human. The first section, Technology, is more concerned with the actual cultural items than 

any furry techne. This work will argue that a full presentation of “furry techne” is impossible. But 

by focusing on specific techne achieved through, but not determined by, furry technology, I 

develop furry’s situated relevance in the second section, Subjectivity. Through discussions of 

previous academic work on furry, Octavia Butler’s Bloodchild, the art of Tommy Bruce, and Black 

 
2 This is part of Brock’s critical technocultural discourse analysis (CTDA) framework.  
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feminist theories of being human, I show furry’s (ir)relevance to being (non)human. In the third 

section, Narratives, I shift to discussing furry as narrative(s). I do this by theorizing furry in 

ecological  terms, and I specifically discuss academia’s past and continuing role in these ecologies. 

Academia being a culture I have ethnographically documented, I provide theoretical and 

methodological ameliorations to ongoing academic work that situates furry as their object of study, 

as well as suggestions for more ethical research. I close by discussing what academia can say about 

furry and what the place of furry in academia says about academia.  

 

Furry is a collection of technologies. I use furry here as an intentionally ambiguous shorthand for 

what could also be called the furry fandom3 or furry community. 

The main technological items I will explore here are fursuits and fursonas.4 These two technologies 

are realized in complicated and somewhat overlapping ways. A fursuit exists irl, in the “actual” 

world; it is a material technology. A fursona is shifting in its materialization, able to be constructed 

and travel in and through virtual and material mediums, as well as exist immaterially. The two 

technologies are also situationally overlapping: the fursuit can be (an instantiation of) the fursona. 

Each of these technologies can itself be broken down into smaller technologies, or found to be 

layered with, upon, and under other technologies (like any technology, it is technologies all the 

way down). 

The fursuit, for instance, might be itemized as a tail, a head, some paws, a bunch of fur (what is 

sometimes culturally signified as “rug”), etc. There are even hierarchies of this technology, levels 

of what qualifies as a fursuit, as a fursuit is often distinguished from a partial; the addition of more 

discrete animal accoutrements (i.e. only ears or tails) to an otherwise non-suited body is generally 

less regarded as constituting a fursuit (in my experience, and in my opinion as a fur), but this is 

not a culturally hardline, as one can find individuals whose only furry apparel is a tail and a pair 

 
3 I will occasionally write “the Fandom” as short-hand for the furry fandom, capitalizing the ‘F’ to mark the emic 
particularity of the word. I discuss the emic nature of ‘fandom’ in Narratives. 
4 In lieu of selecting a necessarily incomplete and limited representation of the technologies I am describing for 
visual presentation here, I encourage you, if you are unfamiliar with these technologies, to simply google and more 
organically build your own understanding. But, as a starting point, I offer #FursuitFriday or 
#UnderneathTheFursona as points of departure. 
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of anthropomorphic ears participating in a fursuit parade. In other words: there are situationally 

realized and contestable styles of “correct” furry technology. I outline some of the functions of 

fursuits in Fursuiters are Cyborgs (yerf, 2020a). 

The fursona is a different type of technology as it does not have one mode of being materialized. 

Fursonas can be virtual or physical (i.e. created in/through a fursuit, a digital piece of art, a physical 

badge) – or neither. Fursonas can be articulated without a material basis in the form of headspace, 

a mode of exploring identity and experiencing the self and/or the environment. I experience my 

fursona in this way (somewhat describable as a particular “frame of mind”); others mark this 

experience ontologically, making spiritual/religious connections; and others will refute these 

descriptions, one fur I've seen stated simply, “it's not that deep.” In any of these cases, I argue there 

must be intent for a fursona, though that intent can vary in its substantive affect. 

The fursona begins to show us the complicated nature of a technology's being recognizable as 

furry. Following the general cultural logics that one is to find in the Fandom, the constituent parts 

of a fursona can be seen as 1) an identity, persona, or character and 2) an anthropomorphic aesthetic 

or style. FurScience (2015c) defines a fursona as an “anthrozoomorphic character,” taking on a 

higher level of technical specificity than furs usually do with their addition of “zoo.” Joe Strike 

(2017), in his book Furry Nation, defines a fursona as an “animal alter ego.” These foundational 

parts of this technology are rather ubiquitous in cultures across spacetime. 

This fact leads to what I define as the primeval trope of furry: the expansion, and reduction, of 

fursonas, and furry in general, as a fundamental of human experience, an (often cast as psycho-) 

ontological given. This is what Půtová (2013), Healy and Beverland (2013), FurScience (2008), 

and Strike (2017) do as they homogenize fursonas with “shamanistic rituals,” “spirit animals,” and 

“totems.” By specifically going through Healy and Beverland’s work, I discuss how this trope is 

racist in “The Fandom” documentary and furry research (yerf, 2020d). But to reiterate, this trope 

can only be achieved by reducing the fursona, and grossly homogenized Indigenous cultures and 

nations, to the same psycho-ontological impulse. Of course, some furries understand the fursona 

as that, a “primal,” sometimes discussed as psychological, impulse (Strike 2017 states this is his 

experience). But to let this go as providing the definition of what a fursona is, is to let the personal 

https://www.furrynation.com/furry-nation-directory/
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relations and understandings of some define a technology, converting the tech into claimable 

(cultural) property. 

The general logics found in the Fandom, that one will find expressed by furs, identify two 

constitutive parts of what a fursona is; but there is a third part that largely goes unarticulated 

because it is simply redundant for many furs to do so: 3) specific socio-historical relations. 

Fursonas are historically and socially specific phenomena; they only come about due to specific 

settings. These settings are the pre-requisite for furry culture. Anyone can use the first two items 

of identity/persona/character and anthropo(zoo)morphism; it is only when a furry-identified person 

uses or is associated with these two items that they take on the potential to be fursonas. 

 

A furry-identified person is (while a somewhat obtuse phrase) someone who either personally 

identifies as a furry or is someone who another identified as a furry. The latter is a very important, 

and strikingly common, phenomenon. Take this short excerpt from an interview at the beginning 

of The Fandom5 (Ash Coyote, 2020): 

“I was part of a Lion King art archive online, and everybody roleplays as lions. And I remember 

just thinking, guys, the lions are great, but what if we were wolves? And they were like: 

“Ew, furry.” 

Being marked as a furry was an othering mark that referenced specific negative affects and had 

specific cultural connotations. In this experience, furry became what Judith Butler (1995) calls a 

“threatening specter,” something that must be “continually repudiated through interactional 

processes.” C. J. Pascoe (2007) brings this closer to the experience of many furs in her ethnography 

of a high school, describing how, for the boys in the school, the “threatening specter” was the 

“threatening specter of the f-g” (censoring mine). They were all already anthropomorphic 

roleplayers; why would another animal signal a social rupture, this specific social rupture? 

 
5 Timestamp: 1:48 

https://youtu.be/iv0QaTW3kEY?t=108
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Whatever the social dynamics may have been, furry served as a socially stigmatized role one could 

be placed into, just as boys in high school can always be accused of gayness, of failing masculinity. 

Furry as an identity/interest is built in relation to these technologies (especially the fursona). But 

what this example illustrates is that furry can become an applicable label if one associates with 

“furry” technology, which in this case was something as non-descript as wanting to bring wolf 

signifiers into an already animal-based roleplay. This further challenges the assumption that furry 

is just any “anthropo(zoo)morphic” thing, as the category of “furry” is situationally defined – the 

Lion King roleplayers clearly did not see themselves as furry, likely triangulating furry as a socially 

lower form of nerd, a (likely seen as sexual) chastisable impulse. As such, lions were not furry 

technology in this setting; it would be erroneous to see these characters as fursonas, even as they 

are anthropomorphic characters. Thus, the interviewee became furry not because of an intrinsic 

property of the technology they were attaching themself to, nor because they carried a “furry” 

property; furry gains its social valency, as technology and identity or label, from a complex of 

semiotics and the polyvalent, entropic connotations that one can perform into realness. 

There are very interesting questions of what made the desire for the addition of wolves “furry,” 

and why this label/identity/interest was cast as an othering accusation injurious to one's social 

standing, but these answers can only be speculated at. The specific opinions, dispositions, and 

social context required to do so for this case are not uncoverable archaeological artifacts; they are 

gone with the wind. But this case provides the basis for understanding the complex contextually 

interpretable semiotics of furry. Further, this case is assuredly not unique. 

In my own life, furry has operated as a “specter,” though I will admit I was never really self-aware 

enough to bother repudiating it. At an introductory meeting at my old university's GSA, we did an 

ice-breaker game, going around in a circle, saying something about ourselves, and others would 

take a step forward (or something, I forget exactly what) if they agreed or related to it. Obviously, 

I said I'm a furry. And it still astounds me to this day how such a statement put a whole group of 

queer 20-somethings in some Victorian-era shock at this apparent public indecency. People did 

not treat me the same afterward. Another student came up to me later and told me they were also 

a furry but were amazed I was comfortable with that information being public. 
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To quote one fur I interviewed at VancouFur 2020 in February, “...it's kind of a hit or miss. I never 

really know [how someone will react], I kind of just say it and then hope that they don't look 

away.” 

 

Furry is rather particular, at least compared to other identity-labels, wherein the general populace 

is aware enough of (their idea of) furry to see it as a potential specter, but where that specter is 

only ever evinced much more situationally. Gender and sexuality must be constantly regulated, 

they are ever-present forced constructs of the human condition, concomitantly always holding the 

potential to “deviate” or “be queered” (or whatever); furry has much less episteme-ontological 

purchase, bouncing around in a conceptual purgatory between “just a hobby” and “horrible 

perverse fetish,” if people are aware of it at all. 

However, this is changing, in my experience exponentially so. Furry is entering the public 

consciousness at a rapid rate. I provide some examples of this elsewhere (yerf, 2020c), but there 

are more instances of this constantly being generated. As furry gains ground in the cultural 

imaginary, towards a sort of critical mass, I think furry is becoming recognizable as a mode, or 

styling, of gender and sexuality. Some furries extend this into describing furry with the metaphor 

of “coming out.”6 That being said, I am also somewhat cautious with this framework, because I 

am against simplistically labeling furry a “queering” or “transing” of anything.7 

If one is aware of furry at any point in the “hobby-fetish” spectrum I mention above (and there is 

no reason to believe that as furry becomes more recognizable it will swing definitively either way), 

it necessarily entails some level of deviancy, some level of abnormality, along the lines of gender 

and/or sexuality. To be a furry nearly always entails being seen as doing gender “abnormally,” 

even if furry is only connotating a hobby; in the recognition of furry's sexual aspects, it will be 

seen as being sexually orientated elsewhere. Using furry technology, such as presenting oneself 

with a furry profile picture online or wearing a fursuit, or just making oneself know as a furry, will 

change the way labels are assigned and circulated around one's self.  

 
6 For an extended discussion of furry uses of this metaphor, see Ash Coyote (2020a) 
7 I pick this back up in the next section. 
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Furry has also been described as something that invades or spreads, it changes more than just how 

things circulated around the self. By both furs and non-furs, furry has taken on properties of virality 

and contagion. One furry’s presence will bring more furries; the utterance of one “owo” putting a 

kink in the normal social course of things. We can see such a process occur in the meme in Fig. 1. 

Rendered in a cute doodling style, we see the introduction of a furry in the life of a non-fur as 

transforming them into “dog.” There are some notable stylistic choices. We might note that the 

only deviation from prescriptive linguistic grammar comes at the “punch line” and makes “dog” 

take on a more fluid (and comic) understanding of both noun and adjective. The drawn dog that 

represent one’s being a furry are much more defined (with a clear hairstyle, ears, fluff, paws, and 

a tooth present) than “you just existing.” Being a furry signals a contagious, perhaps mischievous, 

joviality in this depiction. Perhaps we can also read into the repetition of the furry in this three-

pane comic. The dog is the same, even as the human-figure transforms into it as well. Simply a 

flipped image, both actors in this scene are indistinguishable apart from their location in the frame.  

 
Figure 1 – Credit @PrisonHound 
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The question, then, is how to discuss such a social process: how does one become a furry; how is 

one “suddenly … also dog”? I think the answer can be read through this meme. The figure of the 

dog, representing being a furry, does not connote an ontological transformation. But neither is it a 

simple labeling of an in-group, as a transformation has occurred. We can return to the definition 

of technology that I lead this work with: technology as worlding. One is a furry through being 

understood as one; one becomes understood as a furry by using furry technology. But “understood” 

is more than the perspective of a viewer or the perspective of the self. Understanding oneself as a 

furry requires a social world; it is the social world that has been transformed. This connects with 

the way furry technologies can change “the normal social course of things” as I stated earlier.  

Of course, furry technologies effect the self as well; this has been where the majority of research 

has been up to now, my work included. Common discussions around fursonas emphasis what they 

do, often psychologically. In an interview with the youtube channel Culturally F'd (2019), Roberts, 

a member of FurScience, explains what surprised her from their research, “For me, I found that I 

was really surprised by just how incredibly functional the fursona is in terms of things like how it 

facilitates identity formation, which is associated with all kinds of well-being outcomes.”8 In 

FurScience (2015a) they describe these functions for clinical psychology professionals, describing 

the fursona as an important part of a fur’s identity formation, specifically “social identity and 

representation of possible selves.” But, by approaching the fursona from a functionalist and 

individualist perspective, some of the nuances of this technology are lost. Madison Scott-Clary 

(2020) writes in her autobiographical project ally, 

“A lot of times, when furries talk, they talk about their fursoñas [sic] as their ideal selves. I’ve found that 

it’s more likely that their fursoñas [sic] are them at their most normal, most natural, most earnest. 

“It’s strange that this venue seen as escapist by even its own members is basically just a means of 

exploring what it means to be earnest in an ironic world.” 

What I find so compelling and novel about this re-description of fursonas is how it shifts attention 

from their functional impacts at the level of the individual (i.e. psychological benefits) to the 

worlding practices fursonas enable. The fursona is not just an extension of the individual but is a 

 
8 Timestamp: 17:04 

https://makyo.itch.io/ally
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critical part of a reorganization of how affects get to travel; furry rescripts cultural norms, allowing 

aesthetic styles that are often characterized as “deviant,” “cartoonish,” or “fake” to be seen as 

culturally valid technologies. The fursona can be the instantiation of, or a new addition to, an 

ecology. As such, the fursona isn’t necessarily about coalescing one’s goals and aspirations into a 

formation from which one can draw power, inspiration, or motivation (though many understand it 

to do so). 

Scott-Clary’s choice of describing fursonas as representing oneself at “their most natural” might 

seem harder to find reasonable, especially if my argument that furry is a mode of gender and 

sexuality rings true. But we need to dislodge normative modes of what gets to be normal if we are 

to understand how people, especially those who engage pathologized or stigmatized technologies, 

live being normal. Chu (Chu and Drager, 2019) argues as much; in discussing the nuances of a 

canonized case study in trans studies, Chu outlines how, “the desire for the norm consists … in 

nonnormative attempts at normativity. … nonnormativity was what wanting to be normal actually 

looked like” (emphasis in text). While furry might have its historical roots in transgressiveness,9 

in being pathologized and regarded as deviant, ongoing work with furries needs to move past such 

a framing so as to consider how various furs invest in normalcy and structure their furry 

engagements around such ideals regardless of the perceived alterity of their cultural practices. 

Scott-Clary writes that ally is “about identity, mental health, spirituality, and the mutability of the 

past.”10 Discussing furry is only a fraction of the book. But it is an important part of what Margaret 

Price (2015) discusses as bodymind and misfitting. Bodymind is the “imbrication (not just the 

combination) of the entities usually called “body” and “mind” that “is a materialist feminist 

[disability studies] concept.”11 Misfitting is the “co-constituting relationship between flesh and the 

environment” that “always involves a shifting context … a contingent relationship perpetually in 

motion;” misfitting is a way of dealing with undesirable environments. I want to nuance the 

materialist nature of these concepts with the fursona; as I’ve defined it, the fursona is a technology 

that can have various material forms or just live as a form of headspace (this is important if one 

were to study virtual social life), but as a technology it always has the potential to attend to 

 
9 I complicate this narrative of furry in Narratives. 
10 From https://ally.id/book/ 
11 See Schalk (2018) for an extended exploration of the concept. 

https://ally.id/book/
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bodymind dilemmas and instances where one does not fit in. In various social ecologies, furry 

technology often effects bodymind problems through misfitting as a “politics of resourcefulness” 

(Price, 2015). 

In effect, this is just a reformulation of fursonas as functional technologies. But I bring up Price 

specifically because of where she later takes this discussion vis à vis disability studies. If the 

fursona is important to identity formation, to coping with various problems (through actions such 

as misfitting), then we are recognizing it for its benefits. But the fursona exists, as Scott-Clary 

points out, beyond this. The fursona doesn’t just exist for desire and amelioration but also with 

(what might be perceived as) pain and abjection. For example, a fursona can, in its representation 

of the self, easily dislodge disabling or dysphoric attributes of the body. But this does not mean 

such core parts of one’s subjectivity will disappear; this does not mean the fursona will be 

“perfect.” I’ve seen numerous sonas contain surgery scars; I’ve seen a few using walking sticks. 

Research needs to dislodge the normative gazes that can only see such attributes as evidence of 

“defects” or “tragic histories.” Price writes, “Queerness and disability occur all the time, 

everywhere—in moments—for everyone. And desiring disability involves affirming the ways that 

disability blurs the boundaries between power and abjection. In such moments scarred skin is 

beauty; slurred speech is music; the tapping of a cane is power.” We cannot understand fursonas 

solely through preconceived, a priori assumptions about their functions and affective resonances; 

if we are trying to understand fursonas as technologies engaged in (power-laden) ecologies, I argue 

we should heed Price’s arguments and go beyond only theorizing at an individualized politics of 

resourcefulness and consider how fursonas, and furry technology more broadly, engages in 

relationing, worlding “ethics of care” (Price, 2015). 

 

In Fursuiters are Cyborgs (yerf, 2020a), I apply an early version of my technology theorizations 

to fursuits, which, as discussed, are often tied to other technology such as a fursona (though not 

necessarily). In taking on the metaphor of the cyborg, I wanted to communicate a technological 

extension of the self, the addition of possibilities from engaging technology. But I also wanted to 

demonstrate that the fursuit, or the fursona, is not necessarily erasing or displacing of the person 

regardless of how much it might be seen to do so visually. While I, like many, first approached the 
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cyborg through Haraway (1991), I am, many will recognize, not using it as she developed the term; 

I am much more using it in Hartblay’s (2018) to-the-point definition that “a cyborg is an 

amalgamation of designed parts and biological body parts.” But this usage was rather uncritical 

and undertheorized and, I now feel, is complicit in what Kafer (2013) identifies as using “the 

“cyborg” concept…to perpetuate binaries of pure/impure, natural/unnatural, and 

natural/technological; rather than breaking down boundaries, it buttresses them.” My argument in 

Fursuiters are Cyborgs was far too occupied with changing perceptions of furry, with trying to 

find a metaphor that could include furry in medicalized acceptability, to live up to my citations. 

In illustrating a fursuit’s potential validity as a cyborg, I relied heavily on the stories of 

neurodivergent suiters, specifically furs with autism. I discussed how they could use the 

technology in very tactile, material ways such as muffling loud sounds and reducing the effects of 

bright, flashing lights at raves or dances.12 Because my engagement was shallow, my work, to go 

off Kafer (2013) again, was “concerned with disability only insofar as [I could] use the disabled 

body as an illustration of human-machine interactions.” My usage of “cyborg” therefore 

approaches what Weise (2016) defines as a “tryborg.” Weise makes the argument that the tryborg 

“is a nondisabled person who has no fundamental interface. The tryborg is a counterfeit cyborg. 

The tryborg tries to integrate with technology through the latest product or innovation.” She writes, 

“Tryborgs can only imagine what life is like for us.” She pointedly critiques Haraway: “Haraway 

is a tryborg: she’s not disabled; she has no interface; she uses the term as a metaphor.” 

But this is not to say only disabled people can be true cyborgs; Kafer makes the point that this 

makes being a cyborg “a distinction between nondisabled people and disabled people. Cyborg 

qualities become markers of difference, suggesting an essential difference between disabled people 

and nondisabled people.” This is not to say the tryborg is not without precision; Weise is clearly 

targeting a situated type of person with her coinage, specifically writing that, “Tryborgs were the 

first to wear Google Glass. Today they wait in line for Snapchat Spectacles” and “The tryborg may 

be an early adopter, a pro gamer, a TED Talker, a content creator or a follower.” Kafer makes the 

argument that the cyborg needs to have a politics that will interrogate the abled/disabled binary; 

 
12 Often a focal point of the convention experience for many furs. 
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she writes that cyborg politics, through cripping13 the cyborg, “requires understanding disabled 

people as cyborgs not because of our bodies…but because of our political practices” (emphasis in 

text). This leads to my reformulation of my argument from “fursuiters are cyborgs” to “fursuiters 

can be cyborgs.” Some fursuiters might even be tryborgs; that is a potential (though the only fur I 

have ever encountered applying cyborg to fursuiting is myself). What is evident is that cyborgicity 

does not simply lie as a property within furry technology – there is no essence to furry technology 

– rather, it arises due to the  (historical, social) situatedness of the technology’s user.  

But if this reformulation makes my argument weak or seemingly pointless, I keep in mind that this 

is not a necessary way of describing or understanding the world. Kafer writes, near the end of a 

critical and deep engagement with uses of cyborg by various theorists and the various levels of 

applicability and complications within these uses, that, “At the risk of undercutting my argument, 

I want to acknowledge that cyborg theory is not necessary.” Indeed, it is not. But I still find the 

cyborg a useful tool, method, metaphor, theory. As a “guide for political practice, not strictly as a 

description of our physical bodies,” to quote Kafer. Furry has this as potential, not as essence. 

Research on furry that attempts to track why furry has the social effects (and affects) it does needs 

to expand in scope far past just the technology itself to the socio-political landscape in which it is 

produced and travels – yes, another assemblage. To go back to Haraway, we can, as many furries 

do, find “pleasure in the confusion of boundaries;” though we do need “responsibility in their 

construction” (1991; emphasis in text). 

 

How to understand what makes such technologies and resulting practices “responsible” is a 

political question; treating all of the particularities of “furry politics” and discourse would require 

quite a lot of work and space that is beyond this paper here simply because there are no coherent 

“furry platforms” or “furry ideologies” that exist. If one wanted to evaluate furry’s political 

potential, what one would have to do is track any and all ideologies that might use or adapt furry 

 
13 See Schalk (2013) for a history of “crip.” Schalk writes, “like queer, crip is not only a noun and adjective, but also 
a verb: to "crip" means to spin "mainstream representations or practices to reveal able-bodied assumptions and 
exclusionary effects […to] expose the arbitrary delineation between normal and defective and the negative social 
ramifications of attempts to homogenize humanity.”” 
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technologies, as this ideological vacuity is the space wherein everyone from Marxist-Leninist 

comrades to Nazis create fashionable and cute fursonas.  

I do not see much potential in trying to reimagine the politics of furry technologies per se – their 

design is so malleable and effervescent, sometimes nauseatingly so. It’s the worldings of the 

technology, not the technology itself, that I find interesting. In Do Cyborgs Have Politics?, Danya 

Glabau (2014) clarifies Haraway, writing, “Rather than let technologies define us, Haraway 

encourages us to rewrite the scripts we use to describe their genealogy and to meddle with their 

development.” But there is no furry script, and so the question is: how do “non-furry” scripts 

mutate in “furry” practice? Misfitting is one way of theorizing the why and how of such mutations. 

Further, the development (the geneaologies) of technologies such as the fursona are often a 

community process, involving various affective and financial exchanges, that some furs claim 

exists apart from capitalism.14 That’s an interesting claim; that’s a claim that would certainly 

interest Haraway’s cyborg. And I very seriously think that in the Harawayian imaginary furry is 

best conceptualized as the cyborg. When I imagine Haraway encountering furries (and I must think 

she has, at least in writing, at this point), I imagine she would be rather disgusted, or at least 

unamused, at the materialist impulses of the culture and how furries generally can be subject to 

the same argument Haraway has made against Deleuze and Guattari in that they, and furries, can 

be said to not “give a flying damn about animals” (Haraway, 2006). Whereas D&G used “critters” 

as “an excuse for their anti-oedipal project,” furries use “critters” in a wide array of heterogenous 

projects that varyingly can have no material, social, spiritual, or otherwise connection 

(companionship) with actual animals. Glabau (2014) argues the politics of cyborgs are the politics 

of humans, that they are also “the politics of the planet, and of our non-human planetary 

companions.” Therefore, I turn to placing furry in its relevance to the world. 

In the next section, Subjectivity, I start by digging into furry’s relationship with animals. I continue 

this theorizing by discussing specific technes furry technology have been a part of, ultimately 

returning to these political questions from a substantially different angle.  

 
14 See Bruce, 2014 for one view.  
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Subjectivity 

Furries are not, by definition, interested in actual animals. While, certainly, one might find many 

fursonas as having an existing, real animal analogue, there are many fursonas that are 

representative of fantasy or sci-fi creatures.15 There are many fursonas that are amalgamations of 

various animals, patchwork stitching together the most desired features of each. And even if we 

consider a fursona that is just a plain old, average dog one has to wonder if its more representative 

of a cartoon dog than an actual dog. Neither are furries interested in an “animal question” as one 

might define it in philosophy.16 There are many discussions that try and parse the distinctions 

between what animals actually are, what their ontological existence or phenomenological 

experience is, and how that does (not) make them qualitatively different from humans. I am not 

interested in dipping my foot into those waters. This is not to say no furry has anything to say 

about the ontology or representation of (non)humans, but I do want to stress that there is no 

coherent fundament or design of furry technology that operates in any which way.17 

I want to focus on how furry technology operates as representational devices and what this says 

about both the (non) relationship furries have with animals and the nature of what furry technology 

is representing. Sami Schalk (2018) develops the concept of defamiliarization as “the way 

speculative fiction texts make the familiar social concepts of (dis)ability, race, gender, and 

sexuality unfamiliar in order to encourage readers to question the meanings and boundaries of 

these categories.” Schalk develops the political productiveness of defamiliarization by showing 

how the speculative fiction of Black women can destabilize received notions of race, gender, 

sexuality, and (dis)ability. I think Schalk’s concept could have a productive run in analyzing furry 

culture and the practices of furs; just as speculative fiction can reimagine worlds, so can furry 

technology. But such a project needs to be nuanced. Research on furries often approaches furries 

as inherently engaged in defamiliarizing practices, often assuming furries are defamiliarizing the 

social concepts of species and normative modes of being human. But the utilization of these 

 
15 We might ask: when/how does a sci-fi being go from animal to creature to species to race? 
16 I am mainly referencing the questions Derrida engages in L’animal que donc je suis, but Heideggerian notions of 
ontology also apply. 
17 This is, consequently, also my argument against attempts to construct furry as engaged in a Deleuzian project of 
becoming-animal even if we amended the phrase to becoming-fursona; furries can, of course, do this, furry 
technology might be a part of the equation, but such a project is not necessarily a furry project. 
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theories is predicated on the relationship the subjects have to normative/dominant 

frameworks/epistemologies; this relationship is usually assumed or overdetermined to 

accommodate a theoretical framing or disciplinary narrative. An equally underlying assumption is 

that a coherent furry “subject” actually exists. I argue that there is no furry subject, no furry 

subjectivity; I deracinate furry from the normative academic frame that (pre)(over)determines what 

furry is and what furry does. I apply my theorization of furry as technology to show how 

heterogenous groups and individuals engage furry technologies on their terms, to their own ends, 

with their own politics, and informed by their actual subjectivities. 

 

One of the common ways furries are said to defamiliarize concepts is to discuss furry as a 

“transing,” especially of species. Quentin Julien-Saavedra (2014) states this in their article Furry 

Fandom : trouble dans l'espèce, the subtitle translating to “Species Trouble,” a play on Judith 

Butler's canonized Gender Trouble (French title: Trouble dans le genre). They go so far as to write, 

“Tout comme les transgenres, les transespèces Furries souffrent d’une vision plutôt négative de 

leur identité.” (My translation: “Just like transgenders, the trans-species furries suffer from a rather 

negative perception of their identity.”) However true the latter statement is, this description of 

furry makes assumptions about and overdetermines what it is furry technology does. 

If furry were actually about transing (or becoming, or any other verbing-cum-theory) then one 

might expect there to be some level of coherence around a relevant object, concept, or political 

project that is being transed, such as, say, there is in the trans community. One can find furries 

constantly discursively (de)constructing various social issues – but an analysis would be seriously 

hampered if it attempted to situate furry as the centralized factor from which people operated. As 

one of my friends remarked, “furries are the only people who have mocked me…for being vegan.” 

A non-fur might expect some level of coherence around eating animals in the furry community, 

but there simply isn't (no, not even at the level of whether or not their species is a carnivore or 

what-have-you; there's simply no causation). Ideologies around the ethics of such practices are not 

informed by any sort of furry ideological platform or furry politics but more fundamentally 

orientating identities, i.e. actual subjectivities. 
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Though one can find furs interested in actual non-human animals, or becoming like a non-human 

animal, or being a non-human animal, this line of thinking is rather misleading, as the Therian, or 

Otherkin, community are those who are actually interested in these ontological questions. Even 

offering a cursory definition of their community is, however, outside of my depth and I direct any 

interest to the work of Devin Proctor.18 There most certainly is a “concept of animals” furry is 

interested in, but better put is “concepts of animals,” as furry does not have any sort of 

epistemological center. Even better is to replace “animals” with “anthros,” as the philosophical 

space between these words was never so much the point for furs as the social importance embedded 

in them. That is, how they exist ecologically. 

It is useful to go to the theoretical roots of Julien-Saavedra's argument, that being Butler's work. 

One of the phenomena that fueled Butler's thinking was drag: a style, a culture, and a transgressive 

use of technologies. By these descriptors, the parallels to furry are evident, such that Debra 

Ferreday (2011) has already written with this line of thought, describing fursuiting as “animal 

drag.” Specifically about deer, she writes, “Cervid styles, whether mainstream or marginal, can 

hence be seen as drag, as a kind of human-to-nonhuman cross-dressing that queers the boundaries 

of the human.” Though Ferreday is right to point out “that nonhuman drag is [not] necessarily 

liberating or transgressive” her entire framing is ultimately misleading. Furries are not inherently 

interested in these categories, demonstrating how an anthropomorphic aesthetic can be adopted 

with little to no regard for “the animal.” Consider this a mutation of anthropocentrism. 

There is a problem in how Ferreday's usage of “queers” and Julien-Saavedra's usage of “trans” are 

essentially synonyms, matching perfectly with how the “working definition of trans is just “queer, 

again,”” as Andrea Long Chu observes (Chu and Drager, 2019). Indeed, Ferreday, at certain points, 

seems to just oscillate between the two, collapsing the potential for these words to have any critical 

level of theoretical nuance. This is not to say “animal drag” is wrong, per se. In fact, in discussing 

this with my furry friends, they actually found the categorization as, and the association with, drag 

cool. But social scientific categorizations are not the same as emic memery; “furry is animal drag” 

is very different from “furry is like drag but with anthro symbols, lol.” Notice how this line of 

thinking could travel down an already worn path: might one eventually position furry as the 

 
18 See Proctor 2018 and https://devinproctor.jimdofree.com/  

https://devinproctor.jimdofree.com/
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performative drag to Otherkin realness, their ontologies? Proctor could be said to have already 

documented this having occurred in his article Policing the Fluff (2018). But what is made clear 

in comparing Julien-Saavedra’s and Ferreday’s works is that there is not a nuanced theory from 

which furry is being analyzed; furry is being slotted into pre-existing disciplinary conversations. 

 

If furry is not a “queering” or a “transing,” but nonetheless understandable as a mode of gender 

and sexuality as I described in Technology, how does furry fit into larger theoretical typologies? 

While gender and sexuality are always intertwined, I will parse them for this discussion. 

First, sexuality. In her book Not Gay: Sex Between Straight White Men, Jane Ward (2015) argues 

for recognizing heterosexual subjectivity “as constituted not by a lack of homosexual sex or desire, 

but by an enduring investment in heteronormativity....” In this same vein, I argue that a fur's 

potential heterosexual subjectivity is not necessarily troubled by the (sexual or non-sexual) 

adoption of, or association with, furry technologies. That being said, the few straight-male furs I 

have interacted with have expressed a certain discomfort at existing in furry spaces because of 

having been consistently propositioned with gay entanglements. This threatens one's heterosexual 

subjectivity, specifically in how Ward partly defines it as “the fetishization of the normal.” 

Existing in furry spaces, using furry technology, the heterosexual cannot fetishize the “normal” as 

The Normal would have it be defined because this concept has, in all likelihood, left the fucking 

room. Or, perhaps, to adopt Ahmed’s (2006) phenomenological language, the room has been 

substantially rearranged. But normalcy was not necessarily excised by a deviant 

anthropomorphism; in this example, heterosexual subjectivity is threatened not by the innate 

cultural, sexual properties of furry but by having to live in proximity to queer life (an ecological 

phenomena). And as The Fandom (Ash Coyote, 2020b) documentary shows, the Fandom has 

centered heterosexual subjectivities.19 While a heterosexual fur could very much experience a level 

of discomfort and alienation and likely find furry as being a deviant or transgressive mode of 

gender and sexuality, this, I maintain, does not qualify any hypothetical heterosexual as queer or 

 
19 Reading old furry literature, such as Yarf! The Journal of Applied Anthropomorphics, demonstrates this quite 
clearly. Also see Strike (2017) or Cass (2019) for a discussion of the Fandom’s early days, especially with respect to 
queerness. 
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as having been queered/transed (if it did, would that make me, an already-queer, double-queer?). 

In fact, all I have seen such disorientation do is present heterosexual subjectivity with the 

opportunity to adapt.20 This can equally apply to any queer fur; that being: furry will be inflected 

by one's sexuality, not furry is constitutive of one's sexuality. 

Second, gender. Grace Lavery (2020) introduces the concept of trans realism as one that can 

displace gender dysphoria. She writes, “I mean to introduce into trans theoretical writing a term 

responsive to the ontologies of trans life absent the categories of parody and drag and to orient us 

away from the descriptions of trans as instability, fuckery, or interstitiality that reduce such 

ontologies to intellectual or aesthetic patterns.” Though she does not write directly with the word 

“subjectivity,” subjectivity is closely tied to ontology (though perhaps it centers a different 

perspective). Trans realism is useful for any engagement with trans or non-binary people. Ash 

Coyote (2020a; see Fig 2) describes her gender transition,  

“Furry was really just helping me in a lot of ways. It was helping me be me; it was helping me feel 

comfortable as me. I mean, furry was the first place where I was actually able to express my gender 

identity comfortably, in this [fur]suit, in this suit, in Ash.” 

In Julien-Saavedra's language, this would be unintelligible as it would mis-identify what Ash was 

actually “transing.” In Ferreday's language, furry technology, and specifically fursuits, would only 

ever be understandable as “drag,” as a technologically based gender-fuckery akin to the drag 

queen's make-up. And, for sure, the comparison might have some weight; furry can be what Lavery 

describes as “intellectual or aesthetic patterns.” That being said, I think trans realism is a useful 

analytic for actually being responsive and accountable to trans furry technes. 

As of yet, I have not commented on how cis furs use furry tech in gendered ways. While I am 

interested in how cis people understand their gendered experience – how, for example, furry 

might reorient them to their gender, their gendered subjectivity in society, or whatever else – I do 

not think I have the data, theoretical basis, or inclination to discuss what it’s like being cis. I am 

interested in what theorizations cis-focused work provides, but I’d prefer it to operate without 

co-opting the prefix ‘trans’ in what Chu describes as the “long-standing intellectual move in 

 
20 This has been studied and argued for with respect to Bronies on 4chan in Bailey and Harvey, 2019. 

https://youtu.be/Php30Ezjw9Q?t=762
https://youtu.be/Php30Ezjw9Q?t=762
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which the trans person, just through the act of existing, becomes a kind of living incubator for 

other people’s theories of gender” (Chu and Drager, 2019; emphasis in text); or see Lavery's 

astute and to-the-point tweet where she writes:  

“We said: transness is fundamental to the project of modernity, because sexual difference has long been 

thought the singular and unbreachable binary. 

They heard: everyone is a bit trans, at last my undergrad toga parties can be liquidated into cultural 

capital.”21 

Therefore, while I do think furry can be productively understood as a mode of gender or a mode 

of sexuality, I lean heavily on Lavery and Ward who argue for a critical degree of nuance wherein, 

yes, difference and deviation are examined and theorized, but not to the degree where emic 

particularities, especially those of marginalized groups, are ignored, reduced to “gender trouble,” 

or collapse under the weight of appropriation (Lavery's jibe at “undergrad toga parties” resonates 

particularly well with Ward's discussion of frat culture). Constructing furry as necessitating a level 

of queerness/transness – as a queering/transing of gender, sexuality, species, whatever – is not 

productive as it obscures more than it enlivens. This substantially complicates the “furry 

phenomenon”22 for researchers. Not only must a researcher of furry have to understand a wide 

range of cultural practices, one must also get at what the technological assemblages in these 

practices signify and mean to different groups and persons who are not actually being organized 

by the technology. 

 

One of the most informative theories I have encountered that can add a lot of nuance to 

understandings of furry, specifically how furry is interpellated, is animacy theory as explored and 

elaborated by Mel Chen in his 2012 book, Animacies. Chen sketches out a common argument that 

all animals (human and non-humans) do not reside on some stable ontology that is separable from 

humanity. Taking this argument in a new direction, Chen describes how 

objects/subjects/beings/non-beings can be interpellated into animacy hierarchies. The opening 

example is that rocks are considered to be less animate, and therefore containing less agential 

 
21 https://twitter.com/graceelavery/status/1284856584645029889  
22 As seen in Hsu and Bailey (2019a) and FurScience (2015a). 

https://twitter.com/graceelavery/status/1284856584645029889
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capabilities, than humans or animals; but, in these same logics of hierarchized animacy, disabled 

people are considered as having less agency because they are commonly denied animacy. Lacking 

animacy leads to having your future set out and your agency denied; as Alison Kafer (2013) writes 

in Feminist, Queer, Crip, “My future is written on my body.” 

Understanding how furs animate, and are seen as animated, with furry technology can be a very 

useful way of understanding how the practices of furs are seen as agential, relatable, and “good,” 

as well as all of the reverses. I can actually do this using Animacies, as Chen actually engages with 

“furries cultures [sic]” (pp. 105-106). He leads the discussion with, “Recently, some mainstream 

posthumanist subcultures have not only engaged machinic intimacies or affections but also 

embraced queer or trans animal affinities that are based in targeted, and somewhat partial, slides 

down the animacy hierarchy.” It is interesting how Chen chooses to introduce furry; I am sure 

many furs would be caught off guard as being described as part of the “mainstream.” The 

homogenization by way of “queer or trans,” is, as I have already discussed, frustrating. But even 

just the label of queer would be an issue for me. As Chen, on the earlier page, writes,  

“I do not imagine queer or queerness to merely indicate embodied sexual contact among subjects 

identified as gay and lesbian, as occurs via naive translations of queer as the simple chronological 

continuation or epistemological condensation of a gay and lesbian identitarian project” (emphasis in text).  

Realizing I am stepping into a much larger academic debate, I disagree with this construction of 

queer and the dismissal of queer as an “identitarian project” as naive; I find this straw-man 

characterization trite. Regardless of that debate, the expansion of “queerness” in this way for the 

specific context of furry is problematic. As I have argued in my discussion of Ward's and Lavery's 

works, we should avoid reductively saying all furries are “queer.” But, more to the point23 is Chen's 

claim that in the “sexual subcultures of “furries”” there are “slides down the animacy hierarchy” 

(emphasis mine). Chen has already assumed what concepts, and the relations to those concepts, 

furries are interested in, which allows him to make this misleading claim. Not only are furs not 

necessarily interested in what he assumes we are interested in, but the representations furs create 

through furry technology can slide up or down an animacy hierarchy.

 
23 There are many parts of Chen's writing in this section that I take issue with, some parts that I find bluntly 
offensive. But I don't see much point in creating such an exhaustive critique and will work with the productive 
material present. 
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Consider Ash Coyote's (2020a) earlier discussed video (Fig. 2). What would need to be possible 

for Ash's gendered experience fursuiting? How was Ash, the fursuit, the technology, the cyborg of 

Ash (person) and Ash (fursuit/fursona), animated up the hierarchy from just “costume” to 

something one can legitimately express, feel, and be their gender through? I discuss other ways 

furries “go up” in Fursuiters are Cyborgs (yerf, 2020a), with numerous quotes detailing how 

fursuits actively slide up the hierarchy and become, or make one’s self, more animated. Furs have 

often described these phenomena with a specifically emic usage of magic that I define here as the 

unironic performing-into-existence of a sociality; I see this connecting with Lavery’s (2020) trans 

realism. This might be hard to intuit for those unfamiliar with fursuiting or costuming of this sort, 

as one sees the fixed eyes and hair and can only see an inert object; Chen displays an inability to 

move past this when he writes ““furries” ... are combinations of objecthood and animality that 

work despite patently false or even cartoon-styled costumes.” It is not despite of but because of 

these “false” material-semiotic registers that these representations come to be animated. 

Boellstorff (2010) develops a metaphor of “surfing binarisms” that could “recognize the emic 

Figure 2 
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social efficacy and heuristic power of binarisms without thereby ontologizing them into ahistoric, 

omnipresent Prime Movers of the social.” Furries are often surfing a binarism of the “real” and the 

“fake” (among others); furs do not “transcend,” “blur,” or “dissolve” this binary so much as engage 

this technology in (unironic) techne. This is where I find a cyborg metaphor particularly useful 

with respect to furry, as this technology can become so much more than inert “objecthood,” and 

“machinic intimacies” doesn’t capture the half of it. Only ever theorizing furry as either “real” or 

“fake” will only ever center a perception obsessed with neat, normative categorizations. 

Something I did not do in Fursuiters are Cyborgs, however, was illustrate how fursuits can go 

down the hierarchy. This is just as important to theorize. Usually, I have seen this done comically, 

i.e. by treating the fursuit as a silly, disembodied prop. This does not mean uninteresting, however: 

at cons, in the moments when the fursuit head is just lying on a table, staring blankly into space, 

becoming part of the room's decor, it sets a very particular vibe. Tommy Bruce is an artist who has 

produced an expansive œuvre that particularly engages with fursuits, fursuiters, and fursuiting 

(among other aspects of the furry community; I highly recommend exploring his work). Consider 

Fig. 3, a photo of a fursuiter in the process of taking off (or putting on) their suit. Existing in a 

liminal state, the fursuit(er) in Bruce's work occupies the “objecthood” Chen has categorized all 

fursuiting as; it sits at a lower spot in an animacy hierarchy. Colloquially, this might be described 

as something that “breaks the magic,” and there are other forms of such magic-breaking like 

poodling.24 But fursuiting is a complicated technology in its social resonances, as it can shift along 

the animacy hierarchy rather quickly, and non-furries generally have a harder time experiencing 

fursuits as (un)animated in the same ways furries do. There is a certain skill, perhaps a habitus, 

required to interpellate and interact with the fursuit as unironically animated; animated by a 

recognized-as “artificial” magic, yes, but nonetheless real in its own right. 

As Bruce (2020) states in his (virtual due to COVID) exhibit Real Problems, 

“These works underline my confusion around what is considered “real” and what is “fake.” 

 
24 See https://en.wikifur.com/wiki/Poodling and Kibra Wolf’s video (Ruining the) Magic – The Furry Way 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUMd5S3RrW0  

http://tommybruce.net/contact-1
https://youtu.be/mPvSdMqNheU?t=132
https://en.wikifur.com/wiki/Poodling
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUMd5S3RrW0
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“Atmus - the central figure in these works, my furry persona - is not a real deer, but neither could he be 

called a fake version of anything; he was made up by me to be whatever I want, and therefore must be 

authentic. A new something.”  

 

Figure 3 – Tommy Bruce 

 

http://tommybruce.net/documents/xdf9i4p90fbiqblg98bsizqif2ff21
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Furs are able to express, or animate, themselves sexually with furry technology; furry technology 

can orient the sexuality of furs. Sara Ahmed (2006), in Queer Phenomenology, writes that the ways 

bodies are orientated “is crucial to the sexualization of bodies. Phenomenology helps us to consider 

how sexuality involves ways of inhabiting and being inhabited by space” (emphasis in text). I am 

arguing for furry as technology, as technology that constructs worlds and effects how one inhabits 

space; the parallels to Ahmed's arguments are clear, and we could perhaps choose to describe furry 

technology as orientating devices. But this does not mean furry is a sexual orientation, however 

orientating it may be in phenomenological (or sexological) terms. “Sexual orientation” or 

“sexuality” are words that carry a lot of power in our society, often describing an ontologized state 

with legal and social consequences, and we should be careful how we describe and categorize 

deviations from the “norm.” That being said, I want to elucidate the nuances of furry technology 

in this area of experience. 

Interviewer Michael Arthur asks Tommy Bruce (2014), “People have no small amount of difficulty 

beholding fursuits as sexual expressions, but I think you communicate that quite well. ... Do you 

think that it’s something that you have to intrinsically “get” or can it touch on some more universal 

aspect.” 

Bruce responds, 

“... Some people are just turned off by the idea of a person in a costume, the idea of a stranger. I can 

understand that, and I recognize that it is not everyone’s cup of tea. But sort of like I mentioned in 

photographing them, fursuits are like cartoons in that they are simplified representations. More simplified 

means clear, more relatable, easier to understand, and sometimes out of that more pleasing. I remember 

having a conversation with a furry friend about where the attraction to furry characters came from. Being 

young and gay, he told me he felt intimidated and uncomfortable with most gay porn. It was all 

mechanical pumping and gruff dudes and so on.” 

In this interview, both the interviewer and Bruce are discussing fursuits as sexual objects, but not 

as the product of some ontological “born this way” sexuality. Instead, their eroticization of a 

hypothetical fursuit is the product of having found/created technologies with which one can 

express and explore themselves sexually, technologies that can inform and extend one's 

embodiment, technologies that can orient one's self sexually to the world in a way that, in this 
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specific example, isn't intimidating or uncomfortable. All of these being very phenomenological 

phenomena. One might label this a fetish or (to adopt more esoteric language) a paraphilia. These 

words connote different concepts depending on the social situation in which they are deployed; I 

discuss specific etic-emic distinctions in The “Sex” Question (yerf, 2020c). But to provide a 

summary: fetish is a word that is able to organize furry social life and identities in important ways; 

in its emic use among some furs, the word is generally stripped of its pathologizing connotations. 

Definitions are more communal than codified. Therefore, in research of this nature, we need to 

avoid simplistically calling these sexual orientations, engagements, and practices a fetish and 

calling it a day – another phenomenon categorized! There are many more interesting, and 

important, facets of relevance; understanding them in their nuance demonstrates how furry can be 

defamiliarizing and normative. 

To further illustrate this point, we need to engage with some specific sexual aspects furry 

technology can take on and create. One of Bruce's pieces (Fig. 4), Atmus Unzipped, and the 

description he gives of it to the Santa Fe Reporter (Bruce, 2019), is a good point of departure. 

“You're at once seeing this character laying down on the grass with his crotch out—a codpiece—and this 

'come hither' thing with seductive eyes, but also me unzipping the costume and revealing my body 

underneath, which is in a different way seductive. When you combine the two, it's like a skinning action.”  

While representation, that is the construction of an “object of desire” (what is normatively seen as 

being at the center of a sexual orientation) is relevant in these descriptions, there is a high level of 

potential entropy inherent in this furry “object” being discussed. Even in a limited discussion of 

just fursuits as objects of desire, there are still a host of potentially important variables, such as 

gender (and what happens when the suit is not the same gender as the suiter; which becomes “real” 

with the cyborg?), style, size, shape, or species. It is immensely troublesome, therefore, to find any 

coherence in exactly what it is furry technology, in this case a fursuit, is even orientating one to. 

With the normative orientations to men or women, we recognize there being a lot of semiotic 

variation, but nonetheless some ontological stability.25 But, just in a hypothetical attraction to  

  

 
25 Non-pathologized groups get to use the word “taste” or “preference” here. 
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Figure 4 

Atmus Unzipped, from Tommy Bruce’s exhibit Real Problems 
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fursuits there are so many variables, both furry and non-furry, actively at play and awaiting 

discovery, I argue such an attraction becomes impossible to situate as some definitive, 

categorizable sexuality (or fetish, in an etic sense). This demonstrates one of the important emic 

uses of the word fetish, as it is both incredibly malleable in its uses and allows for a high degree 

of specificity for one’s desires with very little definitional rebound onto one’s sexuality or gender 

(yerf, 2020c). Therefore, if a furry has a fetish it’s not so much a “furry fetish” as just any other 

possibility in the kaleidoscopic realm of sexuality realized with furry technologies.  

But what situates furry as so distinct, so fetishistic, then? I argue it’s the haptic nature of furry 

technology, the tactile materiality of the objects. Bruce describes the unzipping of the fursuit as a 

“skinning action,” something I am sure many do not find erotic. Indeed, on a real animal it is a 

very different thing. But with a fursuit – a technological formation that allows the haptic 

juxtaposition of fur and skin, the breaching from one layer to the next, and other items such as 

those “come hither” eyes – this can be erotic, sexually charged. How do sensorial modes of being 

sexually orientated displace the pre-determined ontological pathways lain out for us; how are they 

rendered abject; where do these desires lead? 

As I was reading through Zakiyyah Iman Jackson's Becoming Human (pp. 147-152), she discusses 

Octavia Butler's short story, Bloodchild. She reproduces an excerpt wherein the alien T'Gatoi 

impregnates the Terran (human) protagonist, Gan. When I first came across this scene, I thought 

Butler intended it to be erotic – perhaps perversely so, perhaps disturbingly so, but erotic. I found 

it erotic. But reading Bloodchild as erotic was not Jackson’s, or any of her interlocutors in this 

section’s, (in print) orientation to the text. Though this reading of the text can justifiably be 

disregarded as unwanted, I want to explore it in what I think will be a productive way. 

We can start with the idea that T'Gatoi is, ostensibly, coded female in this story. Jackson discusses 

how, in this impregnation scene, T'Gatoi being “female” but nevertheless wielding “masculinized” 

and “phallocentric” powers has led to queer or feminist readings that emphasize this perceived 

juxtaposition. But Jackson argues that, “It is only by way of an (Euro)(andro)anthropocentric logic 

of substitution that one can interpret T'Gatoi as a “masculine” character or indexes a male 

referent.” Later, Jackson writes, “[T'Gatoi's] ovipositor vexes the imagination and invites the 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-srv/style/longterm/books/chap1/bloodchi.htm
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reader to reimagine the organ of sex, reproduction, and ejaculation.” In Jackson’s reading, 

Bloodchild is not so much subversive as defamiliarizing. 

We can see a demonstration of such alien sexual interests in All Gas No Brakes’ (2020; cw: sex 

toys, graphic descriptions of fetish) video of Midwest FurFest 2019.26 Listen closely to the words 

of the attendees discussing their alien impregnation fetish. The “traditional” object of desire of a 

represented being is certainly present; the semiotic, and narrative, construction of the “alien” and 

“its eggs” as well as the construction of the self as being “impregnated” incredibly relevant to the 

erotic nature of the fetish; but, equally present, is a sheer, unabashed interest in the tactile, haptic 

feelings that these technologies produce for their users. Jackson writes that Gan, post-

impregnation, “is neither engulfed nor defeated and as a result feels oddly ashamed that he found 

this provisional togetherness so threatening.” Furries who engage furry technologies in this way 

are already two steps ahead of Gan, first by already sidelining any potential stigma of this 

“provisional togetherness” by unironically and unashamedly finding these sensations 

sexual/erotic/enjoyable, and, second, by having established the relationing mode of what Jackson 

defines as receptivity, “the processual experience of embodied humanity – the active, but not 

always conscious process of receiving and participating in an encounter....” There is even some 

potential rewording of Jackson's statement of not being “engulfed” to be had, as, for those into 

vore (cw: graphic sex), being engulfed is an entirely acceptable part of being a receptive, sexual 

subject/object. How does technology, furry or not,27 facilitate certain registers of touch as 

becoming fundaments of particular objects of desire; how do these registers coalesce into 

identifiable cultural practices? 

It is through these material-semiotic registers that I have experienced the displacement of gender 

in furry spaces.28 By centering discrete, anthropomorphized objects such as maws, tails, and bellies 

(as well as their related fluids: saliva and sweat) as the focus of erotic desire, gender can largely 

 
26 I discuss this video in depth in The “Sex” Question [Part 3/3], (yerf, 2020c). Midwest FurFest, or MFF, is currently 
the largest furry convention in the world. 
27 And there could be a debate about whether or not these technologies are furry. Gallagher, the interviewer, 
certainly describes them as such; they are certainly present in a furry economy/ecology. Nevertheless, such 
descriptions can be the subject of intra-community debate. 
28 I want to be clear that this is, again, not a fundamental attribute of furry technology. My wording of “I have 
experienced” is very deliberate and stems from my experiences as pansexual and non-binary. Furry does not 
necessarily engage with these practices; nevertheless, furry technologies certainly facilitate such mess-making. 

https://en.wikifur.com/wiki/Vorarephilia
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be unrecognizable to the (euro)(andro)anthropocentric logics Jackson describes. Even ostensibly 

“hard-coded” objects (such as genitalia) can operate as erotic objects without ever being 

recognized as carrying the burdensome (and sometimes unerotic) ontological baggage of gender; 

furries often do “reimagine the organ of sex, reproduction, and ejaculation,” as Jackson states, and 

run with it. But whereas Jackson marks, “it is species difference…that unsettles gender and sexual 

essentialism” I maintain that it is a material-semiotic register, not an ontological distinction, that 

effects this unsettling for furry. Consequently, I see furry as more mutation than paradigmatic 

change. Jackson later discuss the work of Wangechi Mutu, primarily collages that engage in 

numerous semiotic mutations that trouble historically situated taxonomies and typologies. To 

quote at length, 

“If we interpret Mutu’s strategies of ironic appropriation and pastiche merely as evidence that historical 

change has occurred…we potentially miss the ways her work announces not so much a change in 

“cultural-historical-period” (the arrival of the “post” in its viral variation, post this, post that), but rather, 

her work performs “a change in the conceptualization of history.” (emphasis in text) 

Though I feel antipathy towards describing furry as only ironic appropriation or pastiche,29 furry 

certainly can be recognized or understood as such. While this is, largely, where the similarities 

with Mutu’s work begin and end, Jackson’s analysis is incredibly informative. What one realizes 

is that furry is, indeed, not the announcement of any “post,” any change in “cultural-historical-

period.” Neither is it a “change in the conceptualization of history.” Furry is, rather, an existing 

conceptualization of history, again (though at the periphery, perhaps). Embodied semiotic 

mutation. 

The understanding I want to draw out here is that if we are going to talk about furry in terms of 

“sexual orientation,” about furry technology as orientating one's sexual desires, we must think 

through what exactly it is one is orientated to without assumptive, prescriptive, and normative 

logics. Furry can actively promote and facilitate desire's orientation to particular materialities, 

hapticities. As I have demonstrated, it's never simply some pre-given object embedded with an 

ontological substance that one is equally pre-given to lust for; nor are furries simply those with 

some psychological mutation that makes them want after “anthros” (or, even more misleading, 

 
29 Such descriptions often ring of reddit or 4chan discourses. 
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“animals”). Furries engage furry technology so as to a build an ecology that is informed to a 

noticeable extent by the management of the intelligibility and hapticality of one's body. Everyone 

does this through “gender performatives” and the like (i.e. grooming, styling, dress). Sandy Stone 

(1987) has described the trans body as “a genre – a set of embodied texts.” If we privilege the 

normative gaze, that is, if we are focusing on how furries are perceived, so that the utilization of 

furry technologies appears as a “transing,” we might better understand why furries cause such 

discomfort and are so hard to relate to, why people often resort to distancing it/us into the realm 

of unexplainable fetish. Furries animate and animate-with non-normative materialities, 

technologies. Furries bring an uncomfortable level of recognition to the hapticality of an object of 

desire: how that object subverts which texts are “allowed” to be embodied, but also the way those 

texts are affectively touched, hugged, cuddled, and felt up. 

 

But in this focus on hapticality and its potential erotic nature, there is the complication that these 

actions might put socially and historically important ontologies and subjectivities into irrelevancy 

as they are secondary or burdensome to the erotic encounter. Some might find an explicitly erotic 

reading of Butler’s Bloodchild as problematic, as disregarding the important resonances the story 

has with ever-present social issues. Indeed, when I say furries are “two steps ahead of Gan,” I’m 

aware this extra mileage is much easier to achieve absent (what was for me) the nauseating 

descriptions and distressing story leading up to Gan’s impregnation. There is quite a history behind 

Gan’s “provisional togetherness” with T’Gatoi that I have disappeared in my reading. 

Jackson (2020) touches on a number of the story’s potential themes (gender, sex, slavery to name 

a few); but she writes that Bloodchild, “explores how we, at the registers of affect, desire, and the 

organismic body, accommodate other species.” Furries have the potential to see themselves in the 

semiotic and haptic parallels with Bloodchild, but, because furry technology might don an inter-

species semiotic without the ontological force normatively attached to these representations, 

equally can fail to be concerned with “other species” and the themes Butler embeds through and 

around those properties. To return to Jackson’s concept of receptivity, we see that the furry-enabled 

erotic reading of Gan’s impregnation is not so much about inter-species relations as establishing 

shared “embodied humanity.” It’s technologies of representation and sensory techniques – better 
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to be understood as phenomenological than ontological. I see a clear connection with how scenes 

are set to be played out by BDSM practitioners; Weiss (2011) writes that performative materialism 

is useful to “track the on-the-ground dynamics that structure relationships between subjects and 

power” and I feel such a concept could be productively applied to furry, especially considering the 

overlapping ecologies30 furry has with BDSM and the material nature of both cultures. I think 

Jackson is open to this onto/phenomenological distinction carrying weight, writing that this 

embodied humanity is the “active, but not always conscious, process of receiving and participating 

in an encounter – not the totalizing identity implied by the word passive.”31 Furries are engaged in 

receptivity, but just not in any particularly boundary breaking way. Jackson writes that “receptivity 

is what links the organism to its existential predicament.” Perhaps problematically, the “existential 

predicament” one is linked to here is a liminal one that often takes as its prerequisite the 

containment of any productions from reverberating back out of the encounter, quarantined from 

society at large. Finding erotic potential in material can, frustratingly (and mayhaps to some 

paradoxically), neuter radicality. This is not novel; Jackson writes that “power’s subversion may 

very well be its reorganization.” It’s assuredly not unique to furry. Jackson even states, as an 

endnote to the earlier quote, “I believe that Butler’s earlier works are implicated in this very 

problem.”  

While such a vacuous reading as the one I have presented is perhaps problematic, it is also 

completely predictable. Work on furries needs to attend to the multivalence of furry culture, its 

“good” and “bad.” But that should be the default of how research operates.32 What’s truly of 

interest are the complications of where and when furry is not actually just furry, when furry is a 

semiotic veil that distracts from the “enacted institutionalization of our present genre of the 

human:” different map, same territory (Wynter, 2006). 

 

Brandy J. Lewis (2019), for the furry site Flayrah, writes that: “although furry fandom has been 

able to talk about queerness and abjection, it may be time to realize that we have actually not gone 

 
30 What Weiss (2011) would call a circuit. I discuss this in Narratives. 
31 Trivia: in French, le passif is the bottom; l’actif is the top. 
32 A subtweet. 
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where we can.” Lewis writes, “Some possible directions [for furry fandom] include ideas from 

Indigenous literature and post-colonial identities” and “It can be argued that furry fandom has 

relied on animals under the meanings that western, white culture imagines them to have.” Lewis’ 

focus on western and white imaginaries forecloses a discussion of how Indigenous furs use furry 

technology – but this is an understandable framing given how white and just shy of overtly racist 

Flayrah is as a forum.33 However, while I agree that Indigenous epistemologies and cultural 

productions are critical to decolonization and I think her observation is fairly spot on, I find issue 

in the details of her argument. A furry would already likely be familiar with these arguments, 

though perhaps not the register I’m about to discuss these issues in. 

Lewis writes that there’s a problem with “how we've considered the animal – a living, breathing 

creature – as an escape.” One of Lewis’ examples of this imaginary is “how we can see foxes as 

clever tricksters who continually stand as sexual objects.” Down in the comments, Lewis makes  

the remark, “we, even as we'd like to think of ourselves as supporters of animals and their 

environments, again often attune ourselves more to understandings placed on the animals that no 

less take away from what can truly be offered when they're not seen as, say, a fox or poodle being 

a “bottom.”” She continues in the comments, saying this sexualization makes us “fall to histories 

of consuming bodies as product.” Lewis is bringing attention to the ontologically and 

epistemologically vacuous nature in which many furs use anthropomorphism, specifically in how 

furry sexualizes its cultural products. I began Subjectivity by writing, “furries are not, by definition, 

interested in actual animals.” This is actually the stock defense furries make against charges of 

zoophilia and acts as the moral “line in the sand.” This is a debate that has been had with much 

less academic jargon all over the internet, in a few documentaries, and in printed furry publications. 

Anthros and animals are two qualitatively different things; having erotic attraction to one does not 

cause attraction to the other: this argument has been tweeted a thousand times. 

I think there are interesting parallels elsewhere to be made with Lewis’ argument. We find similar 

debates around BDSM, specifically by feminists, most notably Audre Lorde, who argued that 

(BD)SM is “an institutionalized celebration of dominant/subordinate relationships. … Even in 

play, to affirm that the exertion of power over powerlessness is erotic, is empowering, is to set the 

 
33 See the comments section of Lewis (2019). 
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emotional and social stage for the continuation of that relationship, politically, socially, and 

economically” (1982; emphasis in text). In both the BDSM debate and Lewis’ argument with 

respect to furry sexuality, there is a claim for purity. Instead of a humanity existing through 

institutions predicated on dominance and submission as providing a moral compass pointing 

towards a pure erotic ethic, Lewis grounds her argument on animal ontologies informed by 

Indigenous epistemologies; we have substituted content, but the argument’s center, that some 

practices are inherently damaging or immoral because of their assumed connections, remains. 

I see Lewis as trying to argue for furries to radically care about animals, for furs to treat them as, 

perhaps, “companion species”: to form actual, tangible, and therefore potentially (materially) 

decolonial relations with real animals. This is important, and I’d argue a necessary direction 

humans must move towards. But there are important implications of Lewis' argument with regards 

to furry if we take them to what I see as either possible extreme wherein the distinction between 

anthro and animal is collapsed. Either furs would have to vacate any sexual interest in animals or 

furs would have to find a way to live ethically and sexually with animals. This is an argument no 

one wants, I think – at least not me. Even if it would be had, I doubt it would get very far. I don’t 

think it makes sense, as it assumes furries would want to continue “consuming” animals as sexual 

product. It’s a wild hypothetical, but the hypothetical I arrive at when the nuances of what furry 

technology does/is aren’t attended to. Furry culture, furry technology, is ethical insofar as it is not 

about real animals. 

There are still political discussions to be had of furry – oh, there are plenty. While personally I 

find the framing of cyborg politics to be useful,34 I feel any such political questioning needs to be 

grounded in the specificities of who is engaging with furry technology. Furry politics could be 

cyborg politics, crip politics, queer politics, animal politics, etc. Hypothetically, an Indigenous fur 

could operate furry tech in a way that abolishes racializing logics or racist projects, that forms 

companion species relations; they could connect furry as a way of targeting what John (2019) 

describes as animal colonialism.35 But, noticeably, such a method of engaging with and wielding 

furry technology is very specific; it is built from and informed by an epistemology, a subjectivity. 

 
34 Haraway never claimed the cyborg would be perfect, certainly not homogenous. 
35 “…the interconnected nature of Indigenous nonhuman animals, peoples, and lands, and the ways these 
relationships encounter and are tangled with oppressions confronted by various disciplines.” 
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Furry does not constitute any of these. I do not see this as defeat or the mark of closure; rather, I 

see this as strategy, a new opening for theorizing with better specificity.

 

In academia, there are certain reoccurring claims about furries that are attempts to situate furry in 

an historical and theoretical context. Work such as Julien-Saavedra's (2014) claims furries subvert 

what it means to be human, demonstrated by his attribution of “trans.” Chen (2012) parallels such 

claims with “post.” Ferreday (2011) claims that furries are evidence of “human-to-nonhuman 

cross-dressing” and that “the furry fandom involves the construction of an identity that is neither 

fully human, nor wholly animal.” FurScience (2008) is structured around questions such as “Do 

you consider yourself to be less than 100% human?” Austin, (2018), states that “...the Furry 

Fandom presents as a postmodern fandom....” Půtová (2013) states that furries are evidence of 

“sorcerers in postmodernism.” Healy and Beverland (2013) propose that “Furries deploy animal 

spirits as one means of achieving the authentic self against a background of postmodern 

fragmentation and disconnection.” The common thread is framing furs’ humanity in specific 

historical context. 

If one is to theorize in this domain of what it means to be human or nonhuman in “postmodernity,” 

the concepts must be informed by histories of race and processes of racialization, especially if this 

humanity is theorized with respect to animality. As Jackson (2020) writes, “the categories of “race” 

and “species” have coevolved and are actually mutually reinforcing terms” (emphasis in text). Due 

to the methods and theories academics have used to construct furry as an object of study (often 

forcing furry to fit theoretical trends in superficially related fields such as animal studies or queer 

studies) the literature has centered white social ecologies and/or actively whitened furry.36 This is 

evidence of what Charles Mills (2007) identifies as a white epistemology of ignorance, evidenced 

by a complete lack of any sustained engagement with the work of non-white theorists across the 

literature on furries.37 This is an academic trend that, as Alexander Weheliye (2014) discusses, 

“relegates the thought of nonwhite subjects to the ground of ethnographic specificity,” as if the 

researcher needs to wait for Black furs or other furs of color to appear in the ethnographic 

 
36 I elaborate more on this in the Narratives. 
37 The exceptions being Lewis (2019) and Chen (2012) 
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encounter, the focus group, or as a tick on a survey box before the thinking of non-white theorists 

could be seen as relevant and cited. 

Weheliye makes the very specific point that, “The greatest contribution to critical thinking of black 

studies — and critical ethnic studies more generally — is the transformation of the human into a 

heuristic model and not an ontological fait accompli.” To riff off of Weheliye, furries are not 

organized around or cognizant of a specific heuristic model of being human; excluding Otherkin, 

I would claim most furries fit squarely as considering themselves and other furs ontological faits 

accomplis. Furry technology is not redefining of one's ontology or subjectivity, but an extension 

of actual ontologies and subjectivities. The raciontologies, the “fundamentally racialized ground 

of various states of being” as Díaz and Rosa (2019) define their concept, of our society do not 

disappear because the “human” was semiotically substituted for. 

 

Figure 5 

Consider this anonymized tweet (Fig. 5), notably being written during June of 2020, representative 

of a common discourse by white furs. This rhetoric claims that because the technologies of the 

community (principally fursonas & fursuits) often obscure the skin, race is irrelevant. This is 

obviously false because racialization operates on assemblages that include markers far beyond just 
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the phenotypical (see raciolinguistic work such as Rosa 2019; or work on race and animality such 

as Jackson 2020 or Chen 2012).38 Of course, racial markers are not necessarily harmful; for 

example, one will often find major stylistic differences between US and Japanese fursuit making 

techniques and, while racially marking, these are benign racializations (until racists operate off of 

this distinction, that is). But this rhetoric is enabling of what Mena and García (2020) call 

“converse racialization,” the process of racially unmarking phenomena. Chen is perhaps the only 

one to have touched on this, but, due to a dearth of actual data, he misidentifies how racialization 

happens in the Fandom, reductively implying that furs just modulate such processes from skin 

color to fur color. I choose not to put such depictions here, but white furs have embedded racial 

caricatures in anthropomorphic styles, often co-opting symbols reminiscent of minstrelsy (see how 

furry actually parallels drag!) with the defense that “it's not real” or “it's just my fursona.” The 

anthropomorphization of representations of identity through furry technologies, often constructed 

as only ever productively furthering one's “passions,” serves as a container for any potential worry 

that the white fur is actually not, in fact, “color-blind.” 

Even in the sexual(ized) encounter in Bloodchild, a text which makes no explicit reference to 

human racialization, Jackson (2020) stresses that “such submission often carries with it the specter 

of slavery and the annihilation of the self” (i.e. histories of race and racialized embodiments). The 

utilization of furry technologies carries with it the same potential, but we should be careful in how 

we understand these phenomena and avoid superficial correlations. For example, one might 

assume furry as sexually playing with species, or the idea of species; combined with Jackson’s 

observations on species and race being mutually reinforcing, one might draw the conclusion that 

furries engage in a (more animalized) form of race play.39 In discussing how Black women 

specifically practice race play and/in BDSM “in the pursuit of sexual pleasure, empowerment, and 

autonomy” Ariane Cruz (2016) nuances Foucault’s claim that, “the idea that S&M is related to a 

deep violence…is stupid.” Cruz argues that, for Black women, BDSM can be “about working out, 

in, and through a black female (un)consciousness occupied by a history of sexual violence,” 

though, critically, she does not proscribe this as a fundamental part of Black women’s sexuality. 

But because there is no necessary aspect of a “furry sexuality” that connects to some “deep” 

 
38 Also of interest is linguistic work on animal metaphors and gender, such as Rodríguez (2009). 
39 For a discussion of race play, see Cruz 2016. 
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animality, Foucault’s claim on this “deep” vacuity rings rather true with furry; there is no history 

here (an exception possibly being made for Otherkin). There is potential for this being the case, 

but I repeat my argument that furry is not necessarily interested in animals. Furry has no coherent 

conceptual object. Even if one is to consider a case wherein a fur is interested in animals, careful 

(ontological) specificity needs to be maintained. This nuance is crucial for issues such as these as 

racialization does happen; race (or species) play is a real possibility. But we need to be precise in 

how such practices occur in their situated performance, and not assume what the semiotics are 

signifying for the actors or spectators. 

 

Furry, in and of itself, cannot constitute a subjectivity. That argument might seem to contradict the 

linguistic practices of English speaking furries, as “furry” is often centered as an identity from 

which others are attached to. One often will hear “I am a furry,” with other identities, such as 

“gay,” “white,” or “cis” serving as adjectives to furry. This also happens with species (i.e. “I am a 

straight tiger”). But I do not see my argument in contradistinction to sociolinguistic theories that 

posit identity as interactional, that identity is “an emergent product rather than the pre-existing 

source of linguistic and other semiotic practices” (Bucholtz and Hall, 2005). I most certainly agree 

that “identity is discursively produced even in the most mundane and unremarkable situations.” 

Bucholtz and Hall (2005) argue that identity relations come to be interactionally through indexical 

processes. My argument is that furry does not, in and of itself, index anything. Rosa (2019) 

demonstrates how semiotic indexicality is critical to how race and language, as categories that also 

serve as identities, are interactionally coconstitutive. The ability of race to index language, and for 

language to index race, as he shows, is tied to the interaction of histories, geographies, and 

subjectivities. Furry does not index a history, a geography, or a subjectivity that is stable for all 

the possible individuals who might identify or associate with the term furry. One might argue that 

furry does have a history, and to that I agree. But I disagree that this history is 1) known, and 2) 

that this history is what substantiates “furryness.” The only requirement to be a furry is picking up 

furry technology, and one can do that in a very ahistorical manner (both with regard to furry history 

and other histories, as I have shown). Further, there is no geographical localization of furry 

technology, whether virtual or non-virtual. There are no borders and no center from which furry is 
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pulled from or taken elsewhere. Even if we identify furry sites (such as FurAffinity) or furry events 

(such as conventions like Anthrocon) these operate more as nodes than cultural centers, they may 

contain their own gravity, social groups that orbit around them, but this gravity is not definitional 

of all one might say is furry. Further, if I am right that furry is substantiated through furry 

technology, we realize rapidly how fast furry can appear and disappear. 

My argument here maps onto a larger, but simmering, debate on what being a furry means. To 

stereotype and over-generalize, there are two sides. The first are generally older furs who do not 

identify as furry; “furries” are the characters, the fursona (some don’t use the term fursona, 

preferring toon); they are humans who are fans of furries (Strike 2017 is representative of this). 

The second are generally younger furs who identify as furry, who see their sona as (part/an 

extension of) themselves (I am representative of this). This debate evidences how furry technology 

has changed across time; how, as different people picked it up and decided to use it, the definition 

and the indexicality of furry changed, substantially. My theorization of furry is an attempt to see 

all of these ideologies of furry as legitimate without positioning any as more or less legitimate.  

Therefore, when the word furry is deployed, it is reductionist to say furry, in and of itself, is 

indexing anything. In fact, I argue that it is because academic research on furry has nearly entirely  

been done by non-furs that furry is assumed to index something; for the non-fur, furry technology’s 

vacuity leads the researcher to necessarily overdetermine “what it’s about.” Furries, I argue, do 

not recognize one another as furries but as particular users of furry technology. This, as discussed, 

does not hold up linguistically; but my point is that we need to look past, or dig deeper into, 

sociolinguistic practices. Some of the people we are discussing do not see furry as an identity, they 

do not even recognize being a fur as a potential; often, they would recognize a fellow fan of furries. 

This is qualitatively different from how other furs see furry as an identity, see the fursona as 

legitimate social actor. And this is further different from a whole range of often overlooked groups 

and individuals that do not, in any way, identify as furry but nevertheless form critical parts of 

various furry ecologies. As I’ve shown throughout this section by going through the academically 

relevant theoretical trifecta of gender, sexuality, and race, furry technology is never used without 

being informed by or in reference to actual subjectivities.  
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This leads to what I see as my work’s strength and its principal contribution: a theory-cum-

methodology that shifts the analysis from furry itself, furry as a totality, to how furry exists and 

interacts ecologically. I use ecology as a term to bridge various social scientific typologies and 

theories of social organization, but I arrived at this by way of Andre Brock Jr.’s (2020) description 

of his own argument in Distributed Blackness. He writes, “My claim is ecological: Black folk have 

made the internet a “Black space” whose contours have become visible through sociality and 

distributed practice while also decentering whiteness as the default internet identity.” Furry and 

the internet were, and are continually constructed as, white spaces. Yet, neither is essentially so; 

in many ecologies, furry does not exist as white, structured by whiteness. Just as Brock studies 

“Black digital practices as Black cyberculture,” I argue that one could similarly study Black furry 

practices as Black furryculture.40 Perhaps demographically, if one is trying to get at some imagined 

totality of users, one can mark racialized majorities and minorities. But Brock’s ecological framing 

is fundamental, as it shifts our focus from banal, trivia level demographics or reductionist 

essentializations to ecologies of actual import wherein questions of identity, embodiment, and 

practice can actually be engaged. 

On Furry then turns to its last section: Narratives. Ecologies are narratives, I argue. Looking back 

at Jackson’s (2020) discussion of Butler’s Bloodchild, this is made clear. How we see T’Gatoi and 

Gan’s relationship (symbiotic, parasitic, adaptive, etc.) is a narrative construction; whatever their 

relationship, what constitutes the changing ecology between the two species, is understood and 

built narratively. I apply this to how furry has been narrativized, the ecologies furry is represented 

and institutionalized as. But I specifically find a narrative-as-ecology approach useful because of 

how it connects with Sylvia Wynter’s work on Man and genres of the human.41 Research cannot 

assume furry represents a genre of the (non)(more-than)human that is in anyway unique or novel, 

least of all radical. To quote Lewis (2019), the idea that “[furries] have actually not gone where 

we can” should not be concerned so much with the “where” the technology (be it furry, animal, 

whatever) is to bring us, but the “we” we imagine as being in collective movement.  

 
40 Or furry culture, that’s whatever. 
41 This is well known work that, of course, nearly all scholars are versed in. But if one happened to be out of the 
loop, a good starting point is Wynter (2001), and Weheliye (2014) provides a very in-depth contextualization and 
analysis of Wynter’s work. 
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Narratives 

Describing themself as a “trans historian of trans” on their twitter (@trans_historic), Emmet Harsin 

Drager has developed an important argument about a “narrative problem” in trans studies (Chu 

and Drager, 2019). They describe how “an abundance of trans writing out there” is “diagnostic, in 

the sense that the authors will choose whatever trans autobiography or memoir or television show 

is popular at the time and demonstrate how it is different from the trans narratives in the past.” As 

a self-identifying “furry historian anthropologist of furry,” I paraphrase: there is an abundance of 

writing on furries and the furry fandom out there that is diagnostic, in the sense that this work is 

trying to show furry is different from past narratives.42 Brock (2020) writes of a similar narrative, 

the explainer genre: “explainer articles often become the definitive take on complex phenomena 

that are frequently mentioned but rarely contextualized.” In this section, I focus on these diagnostic 

and explainer narratives of furry as academia has produced them. 

FurScience is quick to promote their article Furries from A to Z (Gerbasi et al., 2008) on the basis 

that it is the first peer-reviewed, 43 scientific, empirical study of furries; the article describes itself 

as filling an “empirical void.” In a chapter for an edited collection by Thurston Howl, Roberts 

(FurScience, 2015b) writes, “It was in one of these focus groups that a young man turned the 

conversational direction by saying, “I wish there was a pamphlet that I could just give to people to 

explain what it is that I am.” And that was when inspiration struck me. I made a promise to these 

people at that moment that I would become their voice. It should not be the case that a Doctor of 

Philosophy makes my voice more credible than others’ voices, but people tend to listen.” Such 

framings are also present in FurScience (2015a) as well as non-academic work such as FurScience 

(2016a). 

Kevin Hsu and J. Michael Bailey (2019a) write that “Furries have been portrayed as sexually 

motivated in the media and popular culture, although little empirical research has addressed this 

issue.” And at the end of the abstract: “male furries tended to be sexually aroused by fantasizing 

about being the same kinds of anthropomorphic animals to whom they were sexually attracted, 

 
42 I discuss a few narratives in yerf (2020c). Also see Strike (2017). 
43 However true “peer-reviewed” is, there is a precedent of furries producing knowledge about their own 
community well before Furries From A to Z; see Rust (2000) 
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with respect to gender and species. This sexual motivation and these unusual sexual interests do 

not justify discrimination or stigmatization.” Hsu (2020), in a short article for Queer Majority, 

writes that his goal is to understand, “what is true about the sexuality of diverse groups of people, 

with the hopes that sexual diversity is better accepted and treated in society.” 

Marla Carlson, in her 2018 book, reflects on the research for her 2011 article, writing: “Both the 

interviews and my participant observation aimed to provide a more serious and nuanced picture of 

furry fandom, which had been sensationalized and trivialized in the media.” 

Healy and Beverland (2013), in an interesting permutation, point blame at other academics: 

“Given that there are so few studies on zoomorphism, we know relatively little about the nature of Furry 

fandom. All too often, research and the media portrays Furries as sexual deviants ... or as suffering from 

psychological disorders. For example, Bryant and Forsyth (2012) identify Furrydom as a form of deviant 

behaviour, and trivialise the community by identifying their practices as simple breaches of societal dress 

codes. Given this stigmatisation and trivialisation, it is not surprising that few Furries display their identity 

to the wider public.” 44 

What is also noticeable in these framings is a centering of the academic’s perspective. This is clear 

in the usage of “we” in the writing of Healy and Beverland (2013). This perspective is also present 

in FurScience (2008, 2015a, 2020). In this framing, furry is a phenomenon, culture, world waiting 

to be discovered, explored, and explained: a necessarily ahistorical narrative as furries have been 

explaining themselves for an outsider audience since the ‘80s (see Ash Coyote, 2020b). The 

narrative choices in these writings produce a three-way discourse: the media, academics, and 

furries; the spoken against, the speaker and their peers, and the spoken for/of, respectively. The 

implied importance of (empirical) research is its targeting of “the media” and their portrayals of 

the furry fandom, the subtending assumption being that the “general public” will be as persuaded 

by this research. Academics and the general public thus became those whose viewpoint matters; 

 
44 Bryant and Forsyth mention furries for only one paragraph (though that paragraph is laughably bad, nearly every 
sentence either, at worst, wildly false or, at best, a lazy misrepresentation). It startles me how fast Healey and 
Beverland imply furries do not often "display their identity to the wider public" even in part due to some obscure 
academic article that chances upon mentioning the furry fandom. 
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academics from all of these various disciplines are explicitly writing with such (imagined) 

viewpoints in mind. 

 

For this academic trend to have existed, there needed to be a “diagnosable” discrete cultural 

practice/individual/patient/subject/object; there must be something to “explain.” To construct this 

object of study, the common question that one answers is, “Who/what is a furry?” In the amorphous 

academic area of “furry studies,” Furries From A to Z (FurScience, 2008) has situated itself as the 

de facto foundational citation to answer this question. As the article states, “Quite simply, the goal 

of this research was to begin to describe what is meant when an individual says, “I am a furry.””  

To answer this question, the article had two major goals. The first was to fill an “empirical void” 

with “a survey that would assess elements of the media-generated furry stereotype;” the second 

was the coinage of a typology that would “investigate possible parallels between GID [gender 

identity disorder] and being a furry”: “species identity disorder [SID].” The study has numerous 

theoretical and methodological problems and limitations with respect to both of its goals (such as 

a small control45 group), but a critique to this extent has already been made by Probyn-Rapsey 

(2011). Of interest here is FurScience’s (2011) rebuttal to Probyn-Rapsey (2011), entitled Why so 

FURious?. Probyn-Rapsey’s main point,46 pulled from the abstract, is that, “Species identity 

disorder is modeled on gender identity disorder [GID], itself a highly controversial diagnosis that 

has been criticized for pathologizing homosexuality and transgendered [sic] people.” To be clear, 

GID is pathologizing; SID is too. This is not, and has not been for a while, a debate.47 I digress. 

In response to Probyn-Rapsey’s argument on GID, FurScience (2011) responds, 

 
45 It is a stretch to consider the (n = 68) control group of college students as having controlled for anything 
particularly useful. 
46 There are a number of very minute rebuttals that are irrelevant to my discussion, such as Probyn-Rapsey 
misidentifying the DSM’s update rate and a very technical difference between whether or not the control group 
students were psychology majors; FurScience (2011) states in regards to the former: “Dr. Probyn-Rapsey’s 
incorrect statement regarding basic facts about a work she is criticizing is astonishing.” 
47 As a queer person, I refuse to give my time to elaborating this point so as to preempt a rebuttal. Though dated, 
Probyn-Rapsey (2011) provides a decent explanation and literature review which can be referred to. Also see Ward 
(2015). 
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“Dr. Probyn-Rapsey’s disagreement with the concept of gender identity disorder is irrelevant to our 

study’s stated intent, as is her assertion that we did not review the gender identity disorder literature, as 

we were not addressing the validity or political correctness of the gender identity disorder diagnosis 

(which is beyond the scope of Society & Animals). Given our word limit and the novelty of research on 

furries, it would have been counterproductive to review the gender identity disorder literature.” (emphasis 

mine) 

And FurScience (2011) writes at the end of the article,  

“In conclusion, we believe that Dr. Probyn-Rapsey’s criticism of our study is primarily a crusade against 

a subject only tangentially and superficially related to the main purpose of our study. We did not set out to 

study or judge gender identity disorder, nor do we make any prescriptions about species identity disorder, 

beyond a cautious suggestion that it may exist and therefore may be of interest to clinical psychologists. 

Our groundbreaking study on the furry culture filled an existing gap in the scientific literature and has 

been essential in generating further research on furries and their unique and creative culture.” (emphasis 

mine) 

The tone of the FurScience’s (2011) rebuttal is decidedly defensive and mobilizes the trope of the 

objective, savior scientist as a deflection to Probyn-Rapsey’s main argument on GID. Why so 

FURious does the rehearsed framing of “misrepresented subculture” that many furries are very 

familiar with but adds that FurScience’s 2008 study was “groundbreaking” and that it “[adhered] 

to rigorous social scientific methodologies.” They define these methodologies as “the development 

of operational definitions, hypothesis formation and testing via proper data collection and analysis, 

and presentation of the results in a peer-reviewed journal.” This is not so much rigorous per se as 

perfectly standard; considering both FurScience articles (2008, 2011) admit to having done zero 

ethnographic research, relying completely on Kage48 to situate themselves culturally, it is hard to 

believe “the development of operational definitions” was “rigorous.” There are a number of other 

odd and ironic wordings, 49 but I will skip ahead. 

 
48 AKA Samuel Conway, https://en.wikifur.com/wiki/Uncle_Kage  
49 Of note is when, in FurScience 2008, they write that furries “generally refused to participate in research 
conducted by non-furries” so as to “prevent additional distortion and sensationalism of the Furry Fandom” but, 
nevertheless, go ahead in the same study to bifurcate the Fandom into categorizations literally named “distorted” 
and “undistorted”. 

https://en.wikifur.com/wiki/Uncle_Kage
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FurScience (2011) reduces the “controversy” of GID to a problem of political correctness, 

characterized as a “crusade,” while at the same time hedging from their (2008) earlier claims. The 

defensive affect of the article is of issue, as it narratively centers FurScience, consequently making 

it easier to discredit any critique, especially those advanced from a marginalized group, as 

inherently too biased or ad hominem. This poses a serious problem for FurScience’s legitimacy, 

particularly so as they continually cite Furries From A to Z and it currently (as of August 2020) 

sits at the top of their website’s Publications50 page. To cite Furries From A to Z with no 

clarification on the non-validity of the proposed construct of species identity disorder or a 

clarification that recognizes the construct as harmful and pathologizing is negligence. What is at 

issue here is FurScience’s willingness to dismiss, disregard, and box-in marginalized queer, 

specifically trans, furries in the name of “scientific objectivity.” This logic only functions if one 

assumes “scientific objectivity” is synonymous with being ethical. 

 

Just over a decade after Furries From A to Z comes The Furry Phenomenon: Characterizing 

Sexual Orientation, Sexual Motivation, and Erotic Target Identity Inversions in Male Furries (Hsu 

and Bailey, 2019a).51 Hsu and Bailey (2019a) is grounded on psychosexually-based ontological 

assumptions (i.e. both the existence of these constructs, paraphilias or ETLE/ETII, but also that 

these constructs are stable in their occurrence across time and space52); such assumptions provide 

them with an episteme-ontological warrant to make definitional claims about words and the storied 

social histories within which they are used, collapsing their complex and dynamic emic use along 

the way. Because these etic definitions have their social birth and death sutured to their scientific 

legitimacy (a legitimacy that often takes suppressing dissent as its prerequisite), they are never 

actually defining anything for emic use or producing knowledge that is concerned for the world it 

lives in. Bailey has often followed this rhetorical line to the point of calling those he positions 

himself as having epistemological jurisdiction over liars (Serano, 2010); this move is later 

 
50 https://furscience.com/publications/  
51 Of note is that J. Michael Bailey’s work (specifically around autogynephilia and erotic target identity inversions) is 
self-referential to the extreme and is an active cause of harm to trans and non-binary people; this is a settled 
debate. For a literature review, see Conway (n.d.) and Serano (2010) 
52 To a large extent, this suffers from the same problems Smith (2020) details evolutionary psychology suffering 
from. 

https://furscience.com/publications/
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defended as protecting marginalized people from “powerful activists” (Hsu and Bailey, 2019b). 

The end result is the enforcement and reification of etic boundaries on and around the studied 

group; the utilization of the scientific method comes to be a technology of power in the discursive 

construction of sexuality, acceptability, and humanity.53 It’s Foucault 101.54 

In response to Hsu and Bailey (2019a), B. Terrance Gray (2019) proposed that “conditioned 

fetishes” explained the “furry sexuality” better than Bailey and Hsu’s concept55 of Erotic Target 

Identity Inversion (ETII). In their response (Hsu and Bailey, 2019b) are clear that,  

“Although we disagree with [Grey], we do so without vehemence, for two reasons. First, we are in the 

early stages of research on phenomena that might be ETIIs, and it is useful to explore and debate 

alternative hypotheses. Second, we are not sure that the two hypotheses—ETIIs and conditioned 

fetishes—are incompatible with one another. There may be a role for conditioning in ETIIs, although we 

suspect it is a minor one.” 

It is odd how the wording here, “without vehemence,” provides this passage a sort of ambivalent, 

if not melancholic, affect. Combined, their statements that it is “useful to explore and debate 

alternative hypotheses” but, nevertheless, Grey’s alternative would likely be “a minor one,” Hsu 

and Bailey seemed to have prepared for any disagreement. They are set on their theoretical path, 

passé  as it is, subsuming any other theory as, at best, a minor nuance. 

Hsu has been on this research arc for nearly a decade now. Hsu was denied permission to conduct 

research at Midwest FurFest 2013; nevertheless, he attended (Horse, 2015). Hsu is quoted in a 

letter56 by JM Horse to the Northwestern IRB office as having written, “At Midwest Furfest [sic], 

there did seem to be a higher than expected number of cross-dressers and transfolk [sic] mulling 

about.” JM Horse writes that, “[Hsu] said that the decision to bar him was a “sham”, and that he 

should be allowed to approach and bring up the topic of sexuality with con-goers (who he judged 

to be over 18) because he discovered “tables upon tables of explicit furry porn” for sale.” Apart 

from the gross level of entitlement, Hsu’s conduct demonstrates a high level of what furries call 

 
53 The argument might be made that they do not intend to pathologize or dehumanize, but one has to wonder why 
we are suddenly supposed to care about subjective intent in what was earlier labeled an objective engagement. 
54 See Cruz (2016) for an extended discussion and literature review. 
55 The term was first coined as Erotic Target Location Errors (ETLE), however, by Ray Blanchard in 1991. 
56 Linked to on the Flayrah page, see Horse (2015). 
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“normie” behavior, a disparaging emic term that signals not only a clear ignorance of furry culture 

but an unwillingness to decenter one’s normative gaze and mindset. 

Hsu writes about going to Midwest FurFest [MFF], that, “I merely went and mingled with furries 

to gain an inside perspective and build trust … I only broached the subject of sexuality once I felt 

that the person and I were at a comfortable level … at least 75% of the furries I talked to were 

unwilling to discuss sexual aspects of the fandom” (Horse, 2015). This is, in other words, an 

(attempt at) ethnography, or, at least, the employment of ethnographic methods to support future 

research endeavors. It is research; Hsu was present as a researcher in clear violation of the decision 

by the MFF staff. As an ethnographer myself (specifically one who considers themself a part of 

the community they study; one who has done an ethnography at a furry convention, see yerf, 

2020b) I agonize about how I present myself and my conduct in the field because I am ever aware 

of what the presence of a “researcher” does to a social environment.57 Through research, Hsu 

dehumanizes furries; through conduct, Hsu does not respect the autonomy of furries at an 

individual or institutional level. Though there are many other critiques one could make against 

Hsu’s work, one can make the educated guess that Hsu is likely to only ever continue on in bad 

faith. 

But this research, as well as the ethic behind it, is not an aberration; it is a perfectly reasonable 

outcome of the current spun narrative where furry is a fundamentally misunderstood phenomenon 

that needs scientific studies to diagnose our existence as palatable (to who?). 

 

FurScience’s approach is diagnostic. But FurScience’s construction of the object of study has 

expanded. Though citationally ubiquitous in their work, Furries From A to Z is never cited with 

respect to what half of the article was interested in (species identity disorder); psychologically, 

furries are described through different measurements and references to GID/SID are nearly 

extant.58 Furries From A to Z is usually cited in introductions as a base description of furry, often 

interchangeably classifying furry as fandom or community. This actually parallels emic linguistic 

 
57 I discuss this in-depth in yerf (2020d). 
58 The residue of this thinking is visible in the question’s “Do you believe you are less than 100% human” continued 
existence in FurScience’s surveys. This question was present on the Eurofurence 2019 survey. 
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practice, as furry is often equally referenced as fandom or community. But there are nuances and 

connotations in these usages. Tommy Bruce (2014) is perhaps the most nuanced in his parsing of 

the two terms, providing a list of reasons (i.e. behavioral, ecological) that substantiate how “the 

ways furry is distinct from fan culture are more proliferate than the similarities.” For example, 

Bruce states that “Artists and creators of furry media are much more integrated into the social 

community than any other fandom,” signals how furry does not have a canon, and points to furry’s 

“self-sustaining” nature, writing, “Furries create their own messageboards, set up their own 

conventions, build their own costumes, etc.” Nonetheless, Bruce and the interviewer continue to 

refer to furry as a fandom and community. This does not signal a linguistic slip up or that Bruce is 

backing away from his earlier remark; it demonstrates fandom’s emic malleability. 

This emic malleability poses a problem for scientific, etic usages of fandom as the distinctions 

made in emic parlance can be lost in the transposition to academic paper. FurScience (n.d. a) states, 

“Fandom refers to a person’s identification with others who share a similar interest to them.” This 

definition is weak, in that identifying with someone else who has a similar interest to yourself is 

astoundingly broad and by no means is a phenomenon whose borders correlate to the word fandom, 

etic or emic usage abiding. This is not to say such a term is without its uses; rather, its use is 

contingent on the culture/group identifying as a fandom and the individuals identifying as fans. 

Fan is largely substantiated by FurScience (2010); this article also provides a psychological “fan 

involvement scale” and constructs “four main types of fan interests:” “sport, music, media, and 

hobby.” FurScience writes that “any individual who is an enthusiastic, ardent, and loyal admirer 

of an interest can be reasonably considered a ‘fan.’” This theorization makes furry comparable to 

other “fans” (i.e. anime fans, sports fans, bronies). In this thinking, fan becomes the sine qua non 

of furry. While terms one can operate from, both fandom and fan have a specific socio-historical 

relevance. To make fandom a cross-culturally applicable etic term beyond such boundaries renders 

fandom ahistorical. 

With this ahistoricity comes a high degree of malleability on what fan and fandom can map onto. 

In most of FurScience’s writing, furry is evidence of a fan interest. This adapts. In FurScience 

(2014a), furry becomes a “stigmatized minority.” Here, FurScience constructs furry as a minority 

where “identification may be less a matter of biology and more a matter of choice;” FurScience 

frames this research as distinct from research on racial minorities or sexual minorities, groups that 
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are “more biologically-determined.” In FurScience (2013), an article for the journal Leisure/Loisir, 

furry is framed as a “stigmatized leisure context.” In FurScience (2017), furry is introduced as 

“fans of Disney cartoons featuring anthropomorphic animals;” the study measures “willingness to 

form a romantic relationship with fans of different interests” and states a “lack of willingness may 

be considered another form of prejudice.”59 In “One of Us”: Engagement With Fandoms and 

Global Citizenship Identification (FurScience, 2014b), furry is uniquely described as an 

“international fan group” (emphasis mine). In FurScience (2013, 2014a, 2014b, 2015a, 2015c) the 

furry fandom or community is described as “diverse;” in FurScience (2020) they report that 

“Furries who participate in studies tend to be young, White, males who have liberal political 

values, some college education, and identify predominantly as LGBTQ+.” In this theoretical 

malleability, furry can shift in geography, in social status, in essence, at the drop of a hat. 

This is more than just a theoretical move; it also a moral argument. FurScience’s public writing 

(such as Plante, 2016) has relied on “fan” as the counterpoint to “fetish” in the narrativized 

dichotomization of “what furry is.” This line of questioning is what I term the “Sex” question of 

furry (yerf, 2020c). Fan is FurScience’s linchpin that substantiates furry as being qualitatively 

different from “some weird kink or fetish” (Plante, 2016). This approach is inherently anti-queer; 

queer culture is often pathologized as just kink or fetish, as qualitatively different from what Plante 

constructs as a “naturally-occurring sex drive.”60 Plante’s wording here, “naturally,” signals how 

we need to question the ontological nature of fan and fetish and how they are narratively 

constructed as in a zero-sum relation. We should answer the question of what happens when one 

is an “enthusiastic, ardent, and loyal admirer” (FurScience, 2010) of a sexual interest. Is it fandom 

or fetish? Plante writes that “fewer than 5% of furries say that sex/pornography is the biggest draw 

… something you would not expect if the furry fandom were a fetish” (emphasis in text). This 

thinking is reductive, as it collapses any possible distinction between material furry culture and 

(different types of) furry ecologies and continues the pathologization of fetishes. Furry is, as I have 

made clear, an entropic assemblage of technology from which varied and heterogenous phenomena 

 
59 Furry, or “Anthropomorphic Art and Cartoons” as the article states, is fourth from last, just above Justin Bieber, 
Insane Clown Posse, and Barbie Dolls. The highest rated “fan interest” is “Cooking.” 
60 Though I do believe this, this is a very common discourse in the Fandom (see yerf, 2020c and Ash Coyote, 
2020b). I find it odd Plante writes with no acknowledgement of these strands of thought in the community, 
considering he is a furry himself. 
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can occur; to narrativize furry as necessarily this-or-that overdetermines how we talk about furry, 

forcing furry to be a normalized totality from which statistical aberrations can be dismissed.61 

This is not to say fan studies has nothing to offer for studying furries. Recent work on race and 

racialization in fan contexts is highly relevant. An important text that can also orient a newcomer 

to this work is Mel Stanfill’s (2018) The Unbearable Whiteness of Fandom and Fan Studies. 

Though not in the direction of FurScience, Stanfill’s point that “Race is often mentioned” in a 

demographic manner, but “After this hand-waving in the general direction of race, however, it is 

then never heard from again as authors move on to discuss whatever issue or topic interests them” 

is accurate in describing the work of FurScience. Pande (2020) makes numerous important 

observations, “the simultaneous presence and absence of race as an analytical category within fan 

studies as a discipline is glaring;” “It is clear that the issue of race is seen to be relevant to an 

analysis of fandom only when there is either a controversy that entails overt and identifiable racist 

behaviors;” “While gender and sexuality are often emphasized, the whiteness of participants is 

neither mentioned nor seen to have an important impact on research findings.” Research would 

benefit highly, and be far more ethical, if it attended to these issues; FurScience, in their 

undertheorized and hasty construction of furry as a “minority” (2014a), ought to particularly attend 

to Stanfill’s (2018) observation that “fandom as a vector of inequality often ignores the ways fans 

may (or may not) experience marginalization on the basis of race, class, language, or other 

structures.” Theorizing furry as fandom, as a fan interest, certainly has its place; such theorizations 

would benefit heavily from actually engaging with fan studies literature.62  

As Hills (2002) writes, “all too often fan ‘justifications’ are accepted as cultural facts by 

ethnographers, rather than being subjected to further analysis. I would argue that the recent boom 

in ‘fan studies’ has produced the figure of ‘the fan’ within a highly specific cultural studies’ 

narrative.” I would expand Hills’ astute observation from just cultural studies narratives (as ‘furry 

studies’ exists elsewhere, too). But often researchers, specifically FurScience, in the pursuit of 

diagnostic exonerations of furry, often uncritically accept (cherry-picked) furry ‘justifications’ as 

 
61 While Roberts writes, “I find it is most pleasurable to see our work being used as evidence in flame wars on 
Facebook and the like to put the “haters” in their place” (FurScience, 2015b) their work can be, and has been, used 
to stigmatize furries in such spaces. See iilluminaughtii’s YouTube video, Here's What a Scientific Study Said About 
Furries for a tame version. 
62 Preferably by citing more than just Henry Jenkins’ canonized Textual Poachers. 
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cultural facts. These justifications are made to double as diagnosis and theory; but because they 

are always only situationally true – furry does not exist as a totality and there are many ways to 

construct a “furry sample” – these narratives are always fallible and different methodological 

approaches lay this bare. Hsu and Bailey pointedly mark this as their opening to “find out” how 

“sexually motivated” furries as we see in Fig 6.63 Hills is prescient in remarking that these 

constructions of fandom seem “to have no inkling that discursive justifications of fandom might 

be fragile constructions.” This fragility won’t be fixed by replicating inherently flawed science. 

 

Figure 6 - https://twitter.com/furscience/status/1104120792541913088  

As Conrod (2019) writes, “If your research is potentially useful to anti-trans bad faith actors, you 

either designed it wrong or communicated it wrong.”64 

 

Considering my theorization of furry as technology, a good starting place for theorizing furry 

ecologies would be communities of practice as coined by Wenger and Lave. Wenger (2011) 

summarizes the concept as “groups of people who share a concern or a passion for something they 

do and learn how to do it better as they interact regularly.” The reason such a term has use for furry 

is that it draws attention to how many furries do not share a collective concern or passion, and 

therefore we can identify discrete communities along these lines. However I agree with Brock’s 

(2020) remark that communities of practice “offer a social collectivity but only a weak cultural 

one.” This points to an old division of social and cultural collectivities, often rendered as 

 
63 Hsu’s research has been, currently, entirely online and therefore qualitatively different from FurScience’s mainly 
convention-centric data. 
64 While Conrod (2019) is specifically concerned with how to conduct ethical scientific studies for linguists, they 
make numerous recommendations for quantitative or qualitative study design that would be immensely relevant 
to any study of furry. 

https://twitter.com/furscience/status/1104120792541913088
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gesellschaft and gemeinschaft, respectively. To give an ethnographic sketch of how such a parsing 

might be applied to the common furry setting of a furry convention, we might analyze the 

movements of those running the convention. These volunteer workers do “share a concern,” and 

they have a community specifically built around the practice of running a convention. But this 

does not mean all these individuals are culturally linked in the same way; indeed, not everyone 

might be friends and there are often heated debates about how conventions are run. Further, they 

may be a part of other communities of practice, such as panels or a large group chat through which 

plans and events are made and announced. This sketch renders the whole scenario in rather ossified 

terms, and it must be remembered that these relations are always in motion. But we can start 

capturing that heterogeneity through concepts such as these. 

Another theorization one might employ is imagined communities (Anderson, 2006). Anderson 

points out members of a group socially construct the group and the qualities of the group. Anderson 

argues that imagined communities became possible because of print capitalism, and there is an 

interesting overlap with furry in how, in the early days of the Fandom circa 1980s, people 

discovered they “weren’t the only ones” with an interest in “funny animals” through zines and 

comics (Ash Coyote, 2020b; Cass, 2019). Furry as an imagined community is what FurScience 

has, in the main, been studying through their entire run. Unable to theorize furry any more 

complexly than fandom or community, many of FurScience’s studies measure “prototypicality” 

(2016b) or “perceived maturity” (2017). Rather than measuring any actually existing culture – 

because there is no coherent, single furry culture such a feat is impossible – FurScience is 

measuring the existence of furry as an imagined community. Of interest is how non-furs have a lot 

of determination in how furry is imagined in that the majority of FurScience are not furries, they 

rarely cite furs,65 and many of their measures have members of the “general population” as a 

“control.” However, FurScience also measures intracommunity imaginings through differences 

between “actual” vs “perceived” factors such as “estimating the attitudes of male and female 

furries in the fandom toward furry-themed pornography” (n.d. b). I think following Anderson’s 

thinking might be fruitful, as Anderson was principally concerned with nationalism (at least 

Anderson 2006). Nationalism necessarily entails a level of institutionalization, and there are even 

 
65 A lot of work on furries – Hsu and Bailey (2019a), FurScience (2008, 2014b), Ferreday (2011), Carlson (2011) – 
only go so far as to cite WikiFur, which, indeed, does not demonstrate actually engaging with the work furries 
produce. 
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furs who go so far as to write about a “Furry Nation” (Strike, 2017); I am interested in tracking 

how some furs get their imaginations of furry technology (what it is, what it does) codified and 

institutionalized, and also how this might erase the (deviant) heterogeneity furry technology has 

for other furs. Of course, an objective researcher would never influence such power laden 

processes – certainly not. 

Part of such an inquiry would be to understand and track the historical development of the Fandom. 

The Fandom (Ash Coyote, 2020b) and Strike (2017) are possible starting points for such an 

inquiry. There is also Patten’s (2017) Furry Fandom Conventions, 1989-2015 as well as Cass’ 

(2019) study that one can look to. Cass, in particular, has produced an amazingly detailed history 

of the Fandom that situates the community in its historical particularity as they show all of the 

various social, material, and geographic connections furry has had throughout the years (see Fig. 

7). All of these works are, however, of a particular scope – there are a lot of ecologies where furry 

technology is used that are not captured by these works, both within and outside of what is 

understandable as fandom. Lewis (2018), in her review of Patten (2017), observes how “while 

Patten’s work will prove invaluable for the future of fan conventions and furries, it limits the 

discussion of furries as one of the largest communities accepting of LGBTQ* groups and allies.” 

Lewis further remarks on how “furry fandom is too complex to catalogue,” outlining a necessarily 

limited list of possible cultural events one might stake out as specific sites for possible scholarship. 

While I do not specifically approach furry as a fandom, the work of Lewis (2018) and Cass (2019) 

are good starting points to thinking about how such an approach might be attentive to all the 

particularities and heterogeneity inherent in furry (fandom) so as to not grossly overgeneralize 

partial research as indicative or representative of other furry technologies or ecologies. 
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Figure 7 – Reproduced from Cass (2019) 

Squires (2002) develops a nuanced categorizations of public spheres, specifically those 

marginalized groups produce. There are enclave spheres that actively hide “counterhegemonic 

ideas and strategies…while internally producing lively debate and planning;” counterpublics that 

are not hidden, such that they “can engage in debate with wider publics to test ideas and perhaps 

utilize traditional social movement tactics” to take up occupied public space; and satellite spheres 

that seek “separation from other publics for reasons other than oppressive relations.” These 

categories are not mutually exclusive but interplaying, as Brock (2020) demonstrates in his 

discussion of Black Twitter. Contrary to FurScience, I do not see furry as inherently stigmatized 

or a minority; in fact, in many ways, in many publics, furry is more than accepted – Anthrocon is 

a prime example of this, as not only is it now a “Pittsburgh institution” to quote Kage (Ash Coyote, 

2020b) but Strike (2017) documents how the City of Pittsburgh asked Anthrocon to move to their 

city. Furry conventions, as spheres, are certainly not counterpublics or enclaves; rather, furry 
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conventions, I argue, are satellite publics in that they generally maintain a level of distance from 

full accessibility, generally requiring certain financial and social (i.e. age) requirements to attend. 

With Squires’ formation, we can also theorize intra-community spheres. To stick to the setting of 

a convention (though, to be clear, there is much more beyond just conventions), we might remark 

how furry conventions are nearly universally evidence of what Hill (1998) theorizes as white 

public space where “Whites are invisibly normal, and in which racialized populations are visibly 

marginal.” Hill is specifically interested in language and how linguistic practices are racialized 

and policed in these settings; while raciolinguistic ideologies66 are present, I do not at present 

have any data on such examples. However, we can expand linguistic to explicitly include music. 

Though Black and Latinx furs have often expressed dissatisfaction with the musical orientation 

furry conventions take, specifically at dances and parties, FurScience has also collected data on 

the musical preferences of the furries they have surveyed. At VancouFur 2020, Plante discussed 

this data, stating: 

“We found that furries are pretty big into rock and electronic music, techno, house; if you go to a furry 

dance these are the kinds of music you hear at a furry dance… Not a lot of rap and R&B and country 

music at furry conventions; furries, I guess, aren’t a huge fan of those particular genres – they have good 

taste.”67 

These music genres being racialized genres, Plante is implicitly commenting on how furry exists 

as a white public space. Future research can track this whiteness in the specificity of fandom 

through the work of Pande (2020) or Stanfill (2018); Ahmed (2007) is useful for a broader 

phenomenological approach. Considering how a plethora of research, as discussed in Subjectivity, 

on furry has approached furry as evidence of some sort of post-humanism, one might do well to 

consider, as Weheliye (2002) does, how,  

“The interaction between the audibly mechanized and more traditionally melismatic and “soulful” voice 

in contemporary R&B indicates a different form of posthumanism than the one suggested by cybertheory, 

 
66 The relations and interplay between ideologies of race and language, (Rosa, 2019). 
67 While I was present as an ethnographer, this panel was recorded at the Fur What it’s Worth podcast, see 
https://www.furwhatitsworth.com/?episode=s8-episode-24-nuka-vancoufur-2020 ; Timestamp: 54:00. 

https://www.furwhatitsworth.com/?episode=s8-episode-24-nuka-vancoufur-2020
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a posthumanism not mired in the residual effects of white liberal subjectivity, and a subjectivity located in 

the sonic arena rather than the ocular.” 

To quickly double back on my earlier argument: if furry can be said to be engaged in 

(post)humanism, it’s probably not because of furry technology. 

NONSTOPPUP, himself a POC furry DJ, specifically advertised his “massive online furry 

convention” NONSTOPWORLD2 (NSW2) as having a “massive culturally diverse DJ lineup” 

(see Fig. 8). The convention being a wild ride, I only have recorded, hastily scribbled in my field 

notes, quick remarks on how chat68 went “absolutely wild” in their specific responses to the various 

genres that were being played. At NSW2, DJ sets took on distinct vibes that were specifically 

organized to provide a more inclusive vibe (ecology) than that experienced as the Fandom’s 

normative standard. Just a few weeks before NSW2, NONSTOPPUP also played at Virtual 

Anthrocon 2020; we can see an advertisement on his twitter for this set in Fig. 9. What is noticeable 

is how NONSTOPPUP states, “I DONT OFTEN GET TO PLAY HIPHOP OUTSIDE OF MY 

ROOM PARTIES;” this statement brings me back to Squires (2002). Playing in the ecology of a 

furry convention, non-white communities can form enclaved or satellite counterpublics within 

larger furry spaces as they engage furry sans structural whiteness in the form of room parties. 

Enclaved if they are private; satellite if they are more of an invite or “who you know” basis. I 

specifically mark these as counterpublics, though they may not always be so, to draw attention to 

how such groups are often politically engaged, at least insofar as changing the racialized 

structuring of the Fandom, conventions specifically. Interesting to note is that the music played at 

furry cons is often not specifically “furry” or even anthropomorphic (lyrically or sonically);69 

nonetheless, it is one of the principal semiotic modes of displacing or instantiating whiteness. 

 
68 The “chat” I observed existed on the site mixlr.com, in the convention’s Discord server, and in the Minecraft 
world. 
69 Though there are exceptions. Some furry artists use animal metaphors in their lyrics (see NIIC’s song, Paws to the 

Wall). Relatedly, I remember one DJ at virtual Anthrocon playing “Who Let The Dogs Out” by Baha Men. 
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Figure 8 - https://twitter.com/NONSTOPPUP/status/1284317872789942273  

 

https://twitter.com/NONSTOPPUP/status/1284317872789942273
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Figure 9 - https://twitter.com/NONSTOPPUP/status/1278835045491372033  

https://twitter.com/NONSTOPPUP/status/1278835045491372033
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To offer another theory, Weiss (2011), in her ethnography of BDSM, outlines BDSM circuits. 

Circuits are organizational descriptions in that they show how “connections are created between 

realms that are imagined as isolated and opposed.” Circuits also draw attention to the “productive 

charge that constitutes the BDSM scene itself;” the affective, libidinal economic power of these 

settings. This is something fan studies is generally very focused on discussing.70 Not only do I see 

Weiss’ work relevant to furry because there are many furry ecologies (or circuits) that are equally 

BDSM circuits (or ecologies), but Weiss’ theorization is relevant to understanding how, as she 

argues, “BDSM sexuality – indeed all sexuality – is a social relation linking subjects (individuals, 

desires, and embodiments) to socioeconomics (social hierarchies, communities, and relations of 

inequality).” We also see a parallel in how sexual orientations to/through BDSM or furry 

technology are pathologized and stigmatized; FurScience, being as institutionalized and media-

focused as they are, would particularly be able to depathologize both cultures, those who are furries 

and BDSM practitioners, and “fetish” if they were to compare furry & BDSM just as they compare 

furry to other “fan interests” – that is, as an equally valid and existing culture. But even absent a 

comparative study, Weiss’ text is still incredibly informative for theorizations of furry as well as 

methodologically relevant. Ethnographic research on furry, or just research that needs to construct 

operational  definitions, would specifically benefit from Weiss’ discussions of how to present or 

incorporate community terminology and how to narrativize normality, not to mention navigating 

the various social spheres that shift along a public-private continuum. 

While I could continue to offer various applicable theories future (and ongoing) scholarship can 

take as a starting point (or reorientation) to understanding furry in however they are choosing to 

approach the matter, I want to argue for what I see as being a necessary point of departure. 

Christina Sharpe: “In what I am calling the weather, antiblackness is pervasive as climate. The 

weather necessitates changeability and improvisation; it is the atmospheric condition of time and 

place; it produces new ecologies” (2016, emphasis in text). On forums, at conventions, in houses, 

in group chats, or at local meets there is always the weather; research needs to be actively attentive 

to the antiblackness of our world; in this world, our thinking needs to think through the 

changeability and improvisation of matter and meaning as new ecologies are produced. For 

researchers to fail to be attentive to such violence (through ignorance or intent) is to continue a 

 
70 Hills (2002) in fact critiques other fan studies texts for neglecting this aspect of fandom. 
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particular epistemic violence that the academy has made itself very comfortable with. I argue we 

should never approach furry as discrete or isolated from non-furry ecologies; further, we should 

consider how furry ecologies are never just furry. How might we narrate furry as always having 

been continuous and imbricated with various worlds, but in a way that doesn’t overdetermine why 

furry exists as it does? 

 

I want to return to Probyn-Rapsey (2011). She writes, 

“This represents a paradigm problem, a problem of designing a study around normative human sexualities 

and excluding and pathologizing what is left out. There is potential for furries to be more than merely on 

the wrong side of “100% human,” whatever that means. Indeed, the gaps in the data in this study reveal 

some missed opportunities to think about furry fandom in terms of the paradigm shift that it might 

represent.” 

Now, Probyn-Rapsey was specifically referencing FurScience’s (2008) inability to fully attend to 

the range of sexualities their sample happened to collect. The “paradigm shift” she references is, I 

believe, in reference to larger social shifts that furry is only a reflection of.  

However, when I read these words, my mind short-circuited for a moment because I could only 

think of what paradigm shift furry might be able to catalyze for academia, or at least ‘furry studies.’ 

Throughout my academic work on furry, I have been seriously wondering what the hell is the good 

of all the knowledge I am producing; as I ask in yerf (2020d), to who is this novel? In that piece, I 

specifically used The Fandom (Ash Coyote, 2020b) to demonstrate how the work furries have 

produced about furry – even as it has its own particular limitations and narrative contours – is 

particularly adept at both producing and communicating knowledge in a way academia just isn’t. 

I took the ethos from that piece to this one, wherein I bend normative academic standards to include 

such furry produced work, to present it as just as (if not more) relevant as any and all of what 

academia has to say about furry. This work is an attempt at what research could be. If there’s any 

paradigm shift furry might represent, it’s how academia might better integrate knowledge it has 

historically neglected and disrespected. To seriously create such a shift is to not simply retread all 
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of the mistakes academia71 has made throughout its history; nor is to value furry technology as fan 

productions, as this framing is historically bound and moralistically tinged. 

I see this paradigm shift entailing what Crenshaw (1989) details as intersectionality, but I am 

hesitant to make this remark unelaborated because of how often (white) academia has treated 

Crenshaw’s work as what Williams astutely observes as “research parsley.”72 Thinking with 

intersectionality, I specifically want to bring attention to how individuals and groups, specifically 

their knowledges, are rendered illegible in the normative academic episteme. Crenshaw was 

specifically working within a judicial system that failed to attend to and comprehend the specific 

modes of discrimination Black women experience; by outlining the failures of the system in 

specific court cases, Crenshaw demonstrates how no one can be reduced to easily categorizable, 

quantifiable identities. Many have taken Crenshaw’s work as a prompt to tabulate any and all 

factors of one’s positionality – but this dilutes intersectionality’s particular strength. To state that 

one is a complex of multiplicities73 is banal. By uncritically trying to cast oneself in an 

“intersectional” manner, people have often turned Crenshaw’s analytic into a technology for a 

techne of ignorance,74 primarily by being ignorant of the epistemic violence the framework is 

designed to cut through. 

For example, FurScience has consistently, as discussed, constructed furry as an identity; they have 

described furry as a “stigmatized minority” (2014a). From this theorizing, one might include furry 

in an intersectionally inclusive list. I want to argue that it is precisely this move that renders the 

experience and knowledge of furs illegible; furs are not legible as furs. FurScience, for example, 

constructs furry as a totality, as a discrete cultural formation or population. In this imagined 

community, there is a norm, a prototypicality, a canon to being a furry. It also overdetermines the 

relevance of furry in the lives of individuals and the ecologies they form; furry defines the 

assemblage even as furry lacks a clear definition. As I have written in Technology, furries are “not 

actually being organized by the technology;” we should not assume or proscribe what this 

technology ought to do. What this faux-intersectional framework does is 1) overdetermine the 

 
71 Anthropology being particularly guilty of many of these problems! 
72 https://twitter.com/DrBritWilliams/status/1258493583658754050 
73 Layered, like an onion. 
74 Liberal governmentality at work. 

https://twitter.com/DrBritWilliams/status/1258493583658754050
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relevance of furry, and 2) sidelines the relevance of actually organizing social structures (i.e. 

epistemologies, ontologies) as always being mediated by (however one happens to construct) 

furry. In the case of FurScience, it is not that they need to expand their analysis and “take seriously 

the idea that furries who are PoC need to be reflected in [their] research” as they tweeted out in 

June of this year.75 Intersectionality’s contribution is not an expansion of identities to catalogue; it 

is a critical analysis of the relevance of identities and social positionings and what these tell us 

about oppression and power. Work on furry needs to start from examining the (likely entropic and 

heterogenous) relevance of furry in whatever particular furry ecology one is studying, whatever 

particular techne furry is at work in. Otherwise, furry is more assumption than anything else. It is 

from these assumptions, what I see as an epistemology of ignorance, that the structural whiteness 

(Pande, 2019; Stanfill, 2018) of the ecologies FurScience has happened to study have been ignored 

and rendered as unimportant. In this system of knowledge production, any representation of POC 

furs will be far more akin to a distorted mirage than the communication of any actually existing 

reality. 

This paradigm shift that I am hopeful furry might be a part of must, therefore, be particularly 

cognizant that inclusion and representation in research or on research teams will not solve these 

ethical and epistemological problems. I feel I must elaborate this point, as in yerf (2020d) I did 

agree with Ash Coyote that The Fandom could not have been produced by someone outside of the 

community. But Ash does not say any furry could have done this; and she is very clear in 

discussing the methods it took to create the film how her access and her navigation of hectic 

conventions spaces was based on years of built and embodied community knowledge as well as 

networked social ties. In this specific case, we might remark how Ash has a specific set of talents 

and academics have theirs; while I do hope for communication between such parties, I do not think 

academia needs direct access to such individuals. What data could be gathered from the 

ethnographer’s hand that hasn’t already been provided in the film or the numerous interviews the 

producers have done within the community? What are the particular strengths of an academic tool 

set? 

 
75 https://twitter.com/furscience/status/1270364622374277128  

https://twitter.com/furscience/status/1270364622374277128
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While I cannot provide an exhaustive list, Waysdorf’s modified acafan (2020) is a useful point of 

departure. A typical acafan (academic fan) is somewhat similar to an autoethnographer in that, in 

contradistinction to normative academic or anthropological logics, they are apart of the culture 

they are studying. Waysdorf’s specification of a modified acafan approach is to signal how an 

acafan might take the knowledge, the know-how, from the specific fan context they are interested 

in to a fan context they do not have a personal, non-academic connection to. Waysdorf writes that 

a modified acafan, “uses the understanding of one's own fandom as an empathic tool to investigate 

fandom that looks different.” Indeed, I have had to use this method to do this research, as I myself 

have a particular set of furry interests that I have to go beyond to theorize furry. While I personally 

do not see myself as a ‘fan,’ Waysdorf’s modified acafan methodology is, I would argue, a 

necessary frame of reference (if not frame of mind) one needs to study furry, even if they are only 

interested in a specified furry ecology. 

In forcing a specification of furry’s situated relevance as an identity, practice, hobby, or etc. – as 

something that I argue is best understood, tracked, and theorized as technology – we break down 

narratives that box in what it means to be a furry, that set out a normalized and sanitized furry to 

be consumed and adopted. We distance ourselves from what Drager (Chu and Drager, 2019) 

identity as a diagnostic narrative. To return to Drager, they continue this thinking I began 

Narratives with by stating, “For me, this project of incessantly trying to prove that we are no longer 

the medicalized transsexual is the very place where trans studies has lived and will die.” Similarly, 

I find it applicable to ‘furry studies.’ FurScience (2008) writes that they are filling an “empirical 

void,” unaware they are digging the pit they are putting dirt into. Research on furry, academics 

studying furry, need to find a different purpose; there needs to be ways of understanding what all 

of this life is worth without positioning measurable and presentable benefits as the research’s, and 

therefore furry’s, raison d’être. This paradigm shift needs to attend to a few questions: 

What is furry? Whose furry? Who’s furry? And who needs to know? 

 

Anand Pandian (2019) ends his book, A Possible Anthropology: Methods for Uneasy Times, by 

writing, “We [anthropologists] speak into this darkness not with the promise of a dawn to come – 
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who wants to spend all night waiting for that anyway – but with knowledge that the world will feel 

different when it does.” The ‘darkness’ in this case being “the harsh and brutal dimensions of 

human experience.” But there really isn’t some terrible darkness to furry, is there? If my work 

rings true, then certainly any such darkness is not truly a “furry darkness.” And what do 

anthropologists, or any academic, have to say about furry that will make the world feel different? 

Furries know that furry just feels a certain way; furry makes you feel a certain type of way. The 

senses our technology targets (materially, semiotically) are its primary site of attraction and 

alienation. It is something very particular and very personal. It is not easily made universal or 

generalizable. It’s not for everyone’s world. 

But how might an academic speak into the darkness not as a disciplinary-bounded echo chamber 

but as a medium through which to recognize themself as part of – always been a part of – the 

darkness or, in a much more specific recognition, the weather (Sharpe, 2016); speaking into the 

darkness, that is creating knowledge, as a medium to reconnect in specificity with what they 

abstracted themself from and presented as someone else’s. 
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